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ABSTRACT Areas of interface between syntax and pragmatics could be considered as a prominent level of intralinguistic relations, since syntax and pragmatics noticeably influence, and complement each other. In this study, a selection of English syntactic constructions are examined through the theory of Information Structure to promote their pragmatic values, i.e. the pragmatic information about the beliefs and the propositional attitudes of the speaker are investigated. The research focuses particularly on implicature and inference-formation. This study hypothesizes that pragmatics plays a pivotal role in explaining the use or manipulation of many syntactic devices, and during inference-formation, the intended implicature might not be efficiently arrived at by mere pragmatic analysis. The thesis develops a syntactic-pragmatic analysis for the interpretation of discourse, with resort to both syntax and pragmatics. The study relies on examples taken from fifteen US presidential press conferences held for President Barack Obama, spanned from June 19, 2012 to June 20, 2014. The purpose of choosing political discourse is to investigate how political differences affect the language used in generating implicatures and inference-formations through various syntactic constructions. The study has come up with some conclusions; they are interpreted as to validate the hypotheses. Among the main conclusions: pragmatics alone cannot answer efficiently how hearers form inferences from the intended implicatures. There are many areas of interface between syntax and pragmatics, i.e. lots of topics that are considered as parts of syntax can be manifested through pragmatic perspectives. The areas of interface between syntax and pragmatics are shaped by the corpus of the press conferences.
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CHAPTER ONE



PRILIMINARIES 1.1 Statement of the Problem and Research Questions Speakers often communicate information through implicatures and hearers recognize the intended meaning by forming inferences; hearers systematically make inferences about what is said in order to arrive at an interpretation of the speaker‘s intended meaning. People in normal situations do not notice the inferences they are making. However, they might be more conscious when political leaders deliver speeches, as political leaders choose impressive linguistic expressions to express their ideas; they imply their intentions behind the impressive expressions. Hence, both implicature and inference-formations have been studied from a pragmatic perspective; it has been shown that context is involved in the generation of implicatures and inference-formation. The problem, however, is that such studies have not efficiently investigated the role of certain syntactic structures in both implicature generation and inference-formation. Therefore, one might not have a complete informative analysis of any discourse without resort to the seemingly interdependent relationship between syntax and pragmatics. One complete unified conception of the interfaces between the two is necessary in order to present a good model for analyzing texts. An analysis that is restricted to one of the two linguistic levels might not yield balanced and realistic outputs; one cannot include one and exclude the other as they complete each other.



The central questions that the present study sets out to answer include the following: 1. On what bases do speakers implicate meaning and hearers form inferences?



2. What is the role of syntactic structures in shaping pragmatic meaning? 3. What are the areas of interface between syntax and pragmatics? 4. Does the use of a syntactic construction, among other choices, lead to generation of any implicatures? What are the syntactic tools that lead syntax and pragmatics to interface in political discourse and in press conferences in particular? Specifically those of implicatures and inference-formations. 5. How implicatures are produced by speakers and how hearers form inferences in presidential press conferences as a type of political discourse in which language plays a vital role?



1.2 Hypotheses Based on the stated problem and questions, the following research hypotheses are formulated: 1. During inference-formation, the intended implicature might not be efficiently arrived at depending on pragmatic analysis alone; syntax-pragmatics interface is invitable in analyzing political texts. 2. A selection of syntactic constructions work as triggers to generate implicatures, and these constructions give rise to certain inferences on the part of the hearer. Choice of one syntactic construction is part of the clues the speaker provides to the hearers to help them infer his/her intention. 3. Both implicature and inference-formation are better to be studied under one unifying approach, since general communication involves and depends on both of them simultaneously.



1.3 Aims of the Study Throughout this study, the researcher aims at: 1.



investigating the areas of interface between syntax and pragmatics through the analysis of political discourse;



2. conducting a detailed investigation of both implicature and inference-formation at the level of syntax and pragmatics, as well as investigating the theories via texts of press conferences; 3. finding points at which syntax and pragmatics interface. The research attempts to combine both structure and meaning; it intends to show the way through which politicians, as well as ordinary people, can best infer the exact intended meaning of the leaders.



1.4 Theoretical Framework This study undertakes an eclectic theoretical framework; it is not restricted to one approach mainly based on the theory of information structure (information packaging) at the sentence level following Chafe (1976) and Lambrecht (1994).



1.5 Scope of the Study The research analyzes American English discourse from a syntactic-pragmatic perspective only; it excludes the analysis of the samples through other linguistic perspectives, viz, morphophonological and semantic. The study conducts an investigation with the aim of arriving at intended implicatures during inference-formations, and leaves other pragmatic concepts for further research as suggested at the end of the study. The research examines fifteen US presidential press conferences held by Barack Obama. It chooses only the solo press conferences to concentrate on the speeches by president Obama and



the questions he is asked to show how he manipulates language. Moreover, the study depends only on the transcripts of the press conferences to avoid the effects of intonation and the prosodic nature of the data, which is out of the scope of the study.



1.6 Data Collection and Procedure The research data consists of transcripts of fifteen solo press conferences held by US president Barack Obama; the transcripts are collected from the internet. The press conferences used in this study spanned from June 19, 2012 to June 20, 2014. This research presents the nature of syntax-pragmatics interface and major relevant aspects of both syntax and pragmatics, and reviews available literature found on the topic. The study examines the transcripts of the press conferences in order to conduct a detailed investigation of the way political leaders negotiate and express their ideas and assumptions when they speak to the public in such contexts. It tries to find types of implicatures produced by the president and the journalists in the press conferences; it also attempts to show possible inferences formed by the journalists and the researcher. The analysis is based on the researcher‘s background knowledge as well as news and views expressed in the media, news reporters, and political analysts from a variety of media sources. Concerning the inferences, non-weasel words are often used to show possible interpretations formed by the researcher rather than making firm commitments to the points and views explained in the research. Moreover, for the purpose of simplification, tables are presented when there are many examples for an item.



The researcher considers the geographical sovereignty and variety between the researcher‘s location and the research‘s subject matter. In order to contextualize the research in an American setting the term ‗President Obama‘ is used throughout the research to refer to the US president Barack Obama. The thesis investigates the points at which syntax and pragmatics interact. The thesis tries to find the syntactic constructions that trigger implicatures leading to certain inferences; the examples are taken from the selected press conferences. Finally, conclusions are arrived at after thorough investigation of the topic that endorses the statements in the hypotheses. It is also worth mentioning that, in this thesis Harvard referencing system is adopted.



1.7 Significance of the Study The results of the current study are useful for those linguists who are interested in the study of the interaction of the linguistic fields, specifically syntax and pragmatics. This work has implications for EFL teachers and students because in learning a new language one should depend on both pragmatic and grammatical factors. Despite this, it is also of benefit for researchers, students, and linguists in general. The study could hopefully be useful for politicians, diplomats and those who are in the trade of politics.



CHAPTER TWO THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW Introduction



2.3



The present chapter provides an introduction and a theoretical background to the topic. In this chapter, a detailed section sheds light on the nature of syntax-pragmatics interface; it introduces major relevant concepts, theories of both syntax and pragmatics. Another section introduces press conferences in general and presidential press conferences in particular; it serves to show the relation of press conferences to the topic, a typology and some purposes for holding press conferences. The chapter ends with literature review accounting for related studies that have been previously published on the topic by scholars and researchers.



Syntax-Pragmatics Interface 2.4.1 An Overview of Syntax-Pragmatics Interface 2.4



Over the previous decades, many linguists have focused purely on studying the structure of language; some have discussed the relation between language and context, whereas others have studied both structure and meaning and tried to show how grammar (prominently syntax) and pragmatics interact. Concerning the interface between syntax and pragmatics, Fukushima (2006, p.1057) states that ―syntax and pragmatics interact with, influence, and complement one another. It would be desirable if we could devise ways to synthesize the two‖. Kozacikova (2009) talks about the influence of linguistic knowledge on the quality of translation; she claims that syntactic strategies are interrelated with semantic and pragmatic translation strategies. She states ―syntactic analysis would be only fragmentary without blending semantic and pragmatic aspects‖ (ibid, p. 46). Her concern is on translation; she means that in translation (as a part of language in use) both syntactic and pragmatic strategies are interrelated.



Fukushima (2006, p. 1059) suggests that attempts in the syntax-pragmatics interface need to consider pragmatic information simultaneously with a structured description. He also adds: A syntactic theory that claims to be a viable basis for explaining language in real time cannot avoid the issue of syntax-pragmatics interface. After some 30 years of neglect, attempts have now resumed to identify the ways of approaching the problems existing in this domain. Although so far no definitive conclusions have been reached.



In addition, an interesting quotation about syntax-pragmatics interface is that of Huang (2004). He expresses this relation in the slogan ―pragmatics without syntax is empty, syntax without pragmatics is blind‖ (p. 304). This quotation refers to the necessary correlation between syntax and pragmatics. It means that it is pragmatics that provides a set of complementary explanatory principles that constrain the interpretation or production of an utterance whose linguistic representation has already been antecedently cognized. So far, none of the above explanations point out exactly what syntax-pragmatics interface is, but they provide insights into the relationship that can be gathered in a good definition. Therefore, one can suggest that syntax-pragmatics interface is an area of research and study which is concerned with the investigation of cases or points at which syntax and pragmatics come together and influence one another; it shows how structure, at sentence level, as well as context, contribute to the construction and interpretation of a message in communication.



2.4.1.1 Historical Development of Syntax-Pragmatics Interface The relation between syntax and pragmatics has been studied by formalist linguists since the beginning of generative grammar. They knew that theorizing the domain of syntax needs the pragmatic factors to be taken into consideration, i.e. when theorizing syntax one should not neglect the pragmatic factors. For example Morgan and Gazder have shown that pragmatics has a great influence on sentence structure (Fukushima, 2006 p.1056). Generativists, on the other



hand, have ignored this issue as their main thoughts were for universal grammar. However, functionalists‘ view is that communicative demands motivate grammar. Therefore, two major approaches to syntax-pragmatics interface appeared: the first one is the syntactico-centrism which connects pragmatics to the status of grammar in general, and pragmatico-centrism according to which pragmatics is central and pays less attention to syntax. Recently, the third approach, syntax-pragmatics alliance, has ―resurfaced‖. According to Fukushima (2006, p.1056), among the linguists who give centrality to syntax are Gazdar and klein (1977), Chomsky (1986) and Cartson (1998); they give centrality to syntax in a way that they are in doubt about the nature of syntax-pragmatics interface, but still they do not deny the relevance of pragmatics to syntax. The advocates of pragmatico-centrism are Givon (1987) and Hopper (1987), who maintain that ―grammar is simply a name given to certain categories of observed repetition in discourse‖ (cited in Fukushima 2006, p.1056). Ross (1970) and Lakoff (1971) are the classical proponents of the syntax- pragmatics alliance. Similarly, Fukushima (2002) and Sag et al. (2003) are among linguists who have resumed working in this domain (cited in Fukushima 2006, p.1056). Another leading figure in the area of syntax-pragmatics interface is Janette Gundel; in the area of grammar-pragmatics interface, she (1974) introduces the notions ‗topic‘ and ‗focus‘. Most of her attention in this area is on conversation and on marked non-canonical sentence types (cited ib Hedberg and Zacharki, 2007). Cartson (1998, p.311) gives a Relevance account of utterance interpretation; this comes from the assumption that human cognition in general is relevance-oriented. She assumes that both speakers and hearers have a variety of syntactic structures that guide them in the process of interpretation. The differences of the structures have been considered in ―phrasal type‖ and they



function to direct the hearer‘s processing efforts. Cartson gives a Relevance-based approach to pragmatics; she claims that ―the Relevance account of utterance interpretation provides the tools for a developed account of the pragmatic effects that these variations in syntactic structure give rise to‖, i.e. the differences in the linguistic structure of utterances which are truth conditionally equivalent (p.310). She gives examples of the syntactically marked constructions such as foregrounding, backgrounding and cleft-constructions. Hence, there are variations in syntactic structures which do not affect any changes in the truth conditional content of the utterances, but they function to direct the hearer's inferencing process. Cartson‘s contribution comes when she states: Utterance understanding is a two-phase process. The first phase is the automatic decoding of linguistic content and it employs linguistic knowledge alone, that is, the grammar and the lexicon. The second phase is inferential, taking as its input the decoded content together with information derived from other sources, such as visual perception or memory (Cartson, 1998 p. 306).



2.2.1.2. Information Structure/ Information Packaging Information structure is a prominent theory in the study of syntax-pragmatics interface, as Van Valin (2008, p. XV) argues ―investigations of information structure delve into the syntaxpragmatics interface‖. When people communicate, they convey information to their interlocutors within their utterances. The speaker makes the structure in a way that helps his/her interlocutors get the intended message, i.e. the structure fits the situation or the context in which it is uttered. Every speaker can convey the same proposition in a number of ways, choosing one over other options is not random but rather constrained by specific pragmatic ends (Birner and Ward, 1998). Investigation of the information structure of a sentence has a long tradition, starting at least with Paul (1880). However, the notion ―information structure‖ was first introduced by Halliday



(1967), and research of information structure was of interest to Prague School of functional linguistics in the twentieth century (Erteschik-Shir, 2007; Gundel et al. 1997; Trask 2007; Fery and Krifka, 2008). After Halliday‘s information structure, other terms were introduced; Chafe (1976) coined the term ―packaging‖ to refer to the ―speaker‘s use of a particular syntactic form to serve a particular pragmatic function‖ (Birner and Ward, 1998 p.1). According to Prince (1986 cited in Erteschik-Shir, 2007 p.3), speakers seem to package the information they want to convey in a structure that is in accordance with their information about the hearer: what the hearer is thought to know and what s/he is expected to be thinking about. Another explanation for information structure is that of Quirk et al (1985). They use the term information ―processing‖ and state that it is looking: Upon the construction of a sentence from the viewpoint of constructing a message …studying the devices by which we lead our hearer/ reader to recognize unmistakably the piece of information that we see as the highpoint of our message. At the same time providing additional material to insure that the message is complete (Quirk et al. 1985, p. 1355). In particular, information packaging ―indicates how linguistically conveyed information fits into the hearer‘s information state at the time of the utterance‖ (Engdahl and Valluvi, 1996 p.2,3). Therefore, as this definition claims, the structure fits the state of the hearer. At the same time, it is the speaker who chooses among different options; the choice is due to the speaker‘s construal of the situation. Leafgren (2002, p.13) cites Thelin‘s (1990) definition of information structure as ―that component of sentence grammar in which propositions as conceptual representations of states of affairs are paired with lexicogrammatical structures in accordance with the mental states of interlocutors who use and interpret these structures‖. Investigation of information structure



involves studying the ways in which ―given pieces of propositional information are expressed via one rather than another morphosyntactic or prosodic form‖ (ibid). The above definition implies that information is packaged by means of word order, syntactic constructions, morphological forms and intonation. An example that could show packaging of information via syntactic structure could be: (1) a. In April, it rains a lot. b. It rains a lot in April. Both sentences in (1) carry the same proposition; still they differ in the focus. If the speaker‘s focus is on the time, s/he uses (1a). If his/her concern is on the raining, then the utterance would be structured like (1b). However, the examples in (2) are different in the prosody. The focused information unit in the sentence is said with a rising tone. (2) a. We saw a tiger on the road b. We saw a tiger on the road. The current study deals only with syntactic and pragmatic techniques of information packaging and leaves out everything related to other fields such as morphology and phonology for further research. Moreover, Fery and Krifka (2008 p.2) define information structure as ―packaging of information that meets the immediate communicative needs of the interlocutors, i.e. the techniques that optimize the form of the message with the goal of being well understood by the addressee in the current attentional state‖. All the given definitions seem to share the same idea of processing information to the hearer in different ways according to the goals of the speaker which needs to fit the communicative



demands. On the other hand, Lambrecht (1994 p.6) proposes that information structure analysis is: centred on the comparison of semantically equivalent but formally and pragmatically divergent sentence pairs, such as active vs. passive, canonical vs. topicalized, canonical vs. clefted or dislocated, subject-accented vs. predicate-accented sentences etc.



In the above definition, Lambrecht refers to the fact that the meaning of a sentence or an utterance can be subdivided into ―content meaning‖ and ―pragmatic meaning‖. He also states that particular syntactic constructions such as clefting or preposing, and passive constructions may carry the same propositional content as their canonical counterpart, but they are different in their pragmatic meanings (Callies, 2009 p.12). Gundel et al. (2003 p. 124) makes it clear that ―information structure is a cover label for a number of distinct, though partly overlapping, concepts that have often been conflated in the literature‖. A case in point is the two concepts of ―topic‖ and ―comment‖ (focus) which will be introduced in the next section.



2.2.1.3 Topic–Focus Information structure has been studied by many researchers, and various terminologies have been used from different perspectives. Gundel et al. (2003 p.126) list some terms, such as: ―presupposition‖ and ―focus‖ by Chomsky (1971) and Jackendoff (1972, 2000), ―topiccomment‖ by Gundel (1974/ 1989) and Reinhart (1981), ―theme-rheme‖ by Mathesius (1928), Kuno (1972), Sgall et al. (1973, 1986), Vallduví (1992), and ―topic-predicate‖ (Erteschik-Shir 1997) (cited in Gundel et al. 2003 p.126). The terms have differences in detail according to the approach they adopt; however, they all share the same idea; talking about which information the



speaker assumes to be known by the hearer (topic), and which part of information is new to the hearer (focus) (Gundel et al. 2003; Trask 2007). One might observe that the notions used by different researchers come in pairs; two terms are used in analyzing sentences from an information structural respect. This indicates that the analysis involves the partition of sentences into two parts: the analysis ―involves dividing the utterance into at least two parts‖: the topic (or theme) and the focus (comment, rheme) (Leafgren, 2002 p.27). Among all the pairs, ―topic-comment‖ (or focus instead of comment) and ―theme-rheme‖ are the most frequent in the literature. As Gundel (2003) observes topic-comment and theme- rheme are different only in terminology, theme and rheme are used and preferred by European linguists, but topic and comment by American linguists. This thesis prefers ‗topic‘ and ‗focus‘ instead of all the other pairs, as the marked sentence structures are said to put some information within the utterance at focus. According to Trask (1996, p.279), topic is that element of a sentence which is presented as already existing in the discourse and which the rest of the sentence (the focus) is in some sense ―about‖. Moreover, he adds that in English, the topic is mostly realized as the grammatical subject in the unmarked case: The topic of a sentence is that part of it which the whole sentence is about. The division of a sentence, from the point of view of its information content, into a topic and a comment[focus] is essentially the same as the given/new distinction, but the notion of a topic has some further linguistic uses (Trask, 2007 p. 299, ff). For instance, imagine a teacher is advising his/her students as to which books they should read to learn about a particular subject, s/he might hold up a particular book and say:



(3) I can‘t recommend this book. (Trask, 2007 p. 300) Here the topic is this book: this noun phrase identifies what s/he is talking about, and the rest of the utterance constitutes the focus, what s/he is talking about it. The functionalists meet at the point that the grammatical role of subject is at least canonically the role of topic (Gundel et al. 1997). The notion ―topic‖ comes with a complementary part called ―comment‖ (Fery and Krifka, 2008 p.5). Comment (focus) is ―that part of a sentence which is separate from the topic and which typically contains new information. The topic/comment distinction is overtly marked in some languages‖ (Trask, 1996 p. 50). Some researchers such as Vallduvi (1992) and Buring (1997) analyze sentences into three, not two, information units: topic, focus and background. By ―background‖ they mean that part which is ―neither topic nor focus‖ (Buring, 1997 p.54 cited in Crocco, 2009 p.18). It is worth mentioning that the term ‗background‘ seems to have a similar meaning to the term ‗context‘.



2.2.2 Syntactic Strategies English Language has different levels of flexibility in terms of information structure. This ―necessitates various strategies designed to meet the pragmatic needs of speakers‖ (Pavey, 2004 p.138); in other words, English language allows the language user flexibility to package information within sentences by allowing a range of possibilities for structuring information. One technique of packaging is via the syntactic structure. For example: (4) a. I bought a car yesterday. (4) b. It was me who bought a car yesterday. (4) c. It was a car that I bought yesterday.



(4) d. Yesterday, I bought a car. As can be seen in the examples above, all of (4.a), (4.b), (4.c), and (4.d) carry the same proposition which is I bought a car yesterday. Therefore, the differences could be due to pragmatic factors, and hence have pragmatic consequences. A number of such syntactic strategies have been raised mostly within the theory of information structure. Focus is basically on the non-canonical structures, as Ward and Birner (2004 p.153) state ―speakers use a wide range of non-canonical syntactic constructions to mark the information status of the various elements within the proposition‖. These non-canonical constructions mark the information status of their constituents, and they also ―facilitate processing through the positioning of various units of information‖ (ibid). Among such syntactic strategies are: dislocation, cleft constructions, passive constructions, conditionals and modality.



2.3 Pragmatic Concepts and Theories Many scholars have attempted to understand what people do with language when they communicate. They have noticed that speakers do not always say what they mean, so they have tried to analyze what the speakers mean by their utterances that may be different from what the words and constructions mean by themselves. That is why they focus on the speaker meaning and the context. Putting it another way, communication depends not only on recognizing the meaning of words in an utterance, but also on recognizing what speakers mean by their utterances. The study of what speakers mean, or speaker meaning is called ‗pragmatics‘; as Leech (1983, p.x) argues pragmatics is ―the study of how utterances have meanings in situations‖. He insists that one cannot understand the nature of language unless s/he understands how it is used in communication, and this is the issue of studying pragmatics. Leech argues that



the field of pragmatics is different and separate from grammar (in its broadest sense) but he also says that the two fields combine within the integrated framework of linguistics.



For Yule (1996), pragmatics involves how speakers organize what they want to say and how this can be interpreted by the hearers in accordance with aspects of context. The field of pragmatics covers a number of topics that all have to do with interaction or communication of meaning in context, such as implicature, presupposition, entailment, politeness, face, and inference-formation. Two central conceptions, among others, are implicature and inferenceformation that constitute two dimensions of communication cycle.



2.3.1 Implicature Pragmatics looks into the types of meaning that go beyond what is literally said (Verschueren, 1999). It pays attention to that meaning of utterances that the speakers intend to mean, which is more than the truth conditional meaning (Chapman, 2011). One could say that pragmatics is concerned with meaning of utterances or sentences in context which comes under the notion of implicit meaning. As the words do not mean what the speaker intends, thus pragmatics is concerned with non-conventional meaning; it is concerned with implicit meaning or implicature which is the intended meaning of the speaker in a given context to convey a message (Jasim, 2013). Implicature, as a pragmatic notion, goes back to Grice, who proposed some brief suggestions in his lectures at Harvard University in 1967. Then, he developed this concept in a paper entitled ―Logic and Conversation‖ into a theory about how people use language (Thomas 1995). Grice (1975) tried to distinguish ‗what is said‘ from ‗what is meant, implied, or suggested‘. He



introduced the verb ‗implicate and the related terms: ―I wish to introduce the verb implicate and the related nouns implicature (cf. implying) and implicatum (cf. what is implied). The point of this manoeuvre is to avoid having, on each occasion, to choose between this or that member of the family of verbs for which implicate is to do general duty ‖ (ibid, 1975 p. 43 ff). The origin of the word ‗implicature‘ comes from the verb ‗to imply‘ which means ‗to fold something into something else‘; it comes from the Latin verb ‗plicare‘ ‗to fold‘. Speakers, while conversing, imply their intentions in their speech, i.e. they imply their message in words. In order to understand the message, the hearers need to unfold the message which is implicit in actual language use (Mey, 2001 p.45). According to Levinson (1983) the notion ‗implicature‘ means that it is possible to mean more than what is literally expressed in the conventional sense of the linguistic expression uttered. For Yule (1996), implicature is ―an additional conveyed meaning; it is something more than just what the words mean‖ (p.35). He goes further and emphasizes that ―implicatures are primary examples of more being communicated than is said‖ (p.36). They contrast with explicatures, which are the propositions that are explicitly communicated (Crystal, 2008). Thomas (1995 p.56) points out that implicature is ―an additional or different meaning‖. When people manage to convey far more than what their words mean, or something quite different from the meanings of their words. In the same respect, Horn (2004, p.3) defines implicature as follows: Implicature is a component of speaker meaning that constitutes an aspect of what is meant in a speaker‘s utterance without being part of what is said. What a speaker intends to communicate is characteristically far richer than what she directly expresses; linguistic meaning radically underdetermines the message conveyed and understood. Speaker S tacitly exploits pragmatic principles to bridge this gap and counts on hearer H to invoke the same principles for the purposes of utterance interpretation.



As can be drawn from the above quotation, Horn means that the implied meaning is not a part of what is said. In contrast to this view, a more convenient view comes from Davis (2010), for Davis implicature represents either ―the act of meaning implying, suggesting one thing by saying something else, or the object of that act‖. He argues ―implicatures can be part of sentence meaning or dependent on conversational context‖. Moreover, Grice distinguishes between two main types of implicature: conversational and conventional (Birner, 2013). Conversational implicatures have a number of properties that distinguish them from conventional implicatures. One question that comes to mind here is how is the process through which one reaches a reasonable interpretation of the conveyed meaning (reasonable interpretation means inferenceformation). Yule (2010, p.129) argues that ―we must use the meanings of the words, the context in which they occur, and some pre-existing knowledge‖. This argument by Yule is an acceptable one; though referring to the structure of sentences is missing. As speakers often choose among alternative structures in their speech, using one rather than others gives rise to implicature.



2.3.2 Properties of Conversational Implicature Grice (1975 cited in Levinson, 1983) suggests that conversational implicatures have four main properties and Birner (2013) adds the fifth property, indeterminacy. Birner (2013) and Levinson (1983) suggest that these features can be used as tests to recognize conversational implicatures. The five properties are the following:



1.



Cancellability (or defeasibility): Cancellability shows that conversational implicatures are relatively weak inferences and can



be denied by the speaker without contradiction (cited in Cruse, 2006). Cancellability is the most



common test for conversational implicatures, if they cannot be cancelled then they are not conversational implicatures (Birner, 2013). (5) A: would you like some coffee or tea? B: I like coffee. In the example above, B‘s answer gives rise to an implicature of I don‘t like tea, but still this implied meaning can be cancelled by adding some more information such as I like coffee, and tea is also good. 2. Non-detachability: According to this property, the same propositional content in the same context will always give rise to the same conversational implicature, in whatever form it is expressed, the implicature is tied to meaning, not to form (Birner 2013; Cruse, 2006). In other words, the conversational implicature is attached to the content of what is said, not to the linguistic form used. Therefore, it is possible to use a synonym and keep the implicature intact. In other words, the implicature will not be detached, or separated from the utterance as a whole, even though the specific words may be changed. This means that paraphrasing does not change the proposition of implicature; implicatures can be paraphrased. But this seems not to be the case; changes in the structure and form of sentences give rise to different implicatures or even changing the structure may shift the implicature to an explicature. (6) a. It is teaching that I like most. (6)b. Ti is me who likes teaching most. The proposition in both (6a) and (6b) is that I like teaching. However, the sentence in (6a) may mean that I like teaching and nothing else, but (6b) it is me who prefers teaching no one else. Therefore, the implied meaning changes with changing the form.



3. Calculability: Conversational implicatures are said to be calculable. They can be worked out using general principles rather than requiring specific knowledge (Cruse, 2006). The calculation is based on the utterance, the maxims, and the context. However, Birner (2013) points out that what Grice means with calculability is not that implicatures are necessarily calculable, but they could be. This is clear in example (7), in which the hearer can infer from the contextual clues that A would not go to the party. (7) A: Would you come to the party tonight? B: My parents are visiting me.



4. Non-conventionality: Another property of conversational implicatures is non-conventionality; that is, in a particular context the same proposition expressed in different words will give rise to the same implicature. In other words, the implicature is not tied to a particular form of words because it is an extra meaning, not inherent in the words used. One cannot find conversational implicatures listed in the dictionary. To work out the conversational implicature of an utterance, one needs to know its conversational meaning and the context in which it is used. As the context changes, the implicature will also change (Wang, 2011). (8) How is sally‘s level in the class? B: she is really pretty. (9) A: what does Sally look like? B: She is really pretty. In both (8) and (9) the B‘s answer is the same, but they have different implied meanings. In the context of (8) it means that Sally is not clever and it is a negative characteristic. However, B‘s answer in (9) means that she is a good-looking girl, which is a positive characteristic attributed to her. Therefore, as the context changes the meaning of the utterances changes.



5. indeterminacy According to (Wang, 2011 p.1163) An expression with a single meaning can give rise to different implicatures on different occasions, and indeed on any one occasion the set of associated implicature may not be exactly determinable. This is can also be explained with example (10), in which there can be a number of inferences for the same conversational implicature: (10) A: Do you want to attend the lecture? B: I have some homework right now. There can be different inferences formed from B‘s answer, such I do not want to attend the lecture, or I will attend if I finish my homework.



2.3.3 The Cooperative Principle An essential feature of human communication, as Grice (1989) claims, ―is the expression and recognition of intentions‖ (cited in Wilson and Sperber, 2004 p.1). Grice developed this claim into a model of communication namely ‗inferential model of communication‘. This model came as a reaction to the classical code model according to which an intended message is encoded into a signal by a communicator and the audience decodes it ―by using an identical copy of the code‖. But this is not the case according to the inferential model; this model‘s main claim is that communicators provide evidence of their intention to convey a certain meaning, and this is inferred by the audience ―on the basis of the evidence provided‖. Although this model does not deny that codes are a piece of evidence for the audience in the inference-formation, it emphasizes that they are not the only ―inputs‖ (ibid, p.2). According to this model, a basic cooperative principle takes control of a conversation. Grice introduced this principle in order to show how



people generate (imply meaning) and interpret (infer) implicatures (Thomas, 1995; Yule, 1996). The cooperative principle runs as follows: The cooperative principle: Make your conversational contribution such as is required, at the stage at which it occurs, by the accepted purpose or direction of the talk exchange in which you are engaged (Grice, 1975 cited in Birner, 2013 p.41). This principle is elaborated by means of a set of conversational maxims: 1. 2. 3. 4.



Quantity: give the required information, no more nor less, Quality: tell the truth, Relevance: be relevant, Manner: be clear, orderly, brief and avoid prolixity. (Yule, 1996 p.34)



It is worth mentioning that although Grice has put cooperative principle (henceforth CP) in an imperative mood, what he meant is that people in normal interaction adhere to such principles rather than ordering them how to cooperate. Moreover, it has also been found that implicatures are not always generated by obeying the principles; sometimes violating a principle generates an implicature, and that is exactly true for inferring the implicatures. There are a number of ways in which the speaker can behave with respect to CP: 1. By observing the maxims: to obey all the maxims; that is, to say the right amount, and say what you have evidence and to be relevant and brief. 2. By violating a maxim: to fail to observe a maxim with the intention of misleading the hearer. 3. By flouting a maxim: to fail to observe a maxim, but without intention to mislead or deceive; the hearer is expected to be aware of the violation. 4. By opting out a maxim: to fail to observe a maxim but this time for legal or ethical reasons. 5. By infringing: to fail to observe a maxim, with no intention of generating an implicature and with no intention of deceiving but as a result of imperfect linguistic performance (for example of a young child or a foreign learner). (Birner, 2013; Paltrige, 2006; Cutting, 2002; Thomas, 1995) To conclude, Grice introduced CP in order to show how people generate implicatures and form inferences. For him, speakers generally follow that set of maxims and they expect each



other to abide by them. However, some researchers have questioned the essentiality of the CP and maxims in governing an interaction; therefore, some other approaches have tried to consolidate the theory and proposed some changes. Among them, the two most influential approaches are the neo-Gricean theory and the theory of Relevance.



2.3.4 Later Approaches to Implicature Whereas Grice‘s theory of implicature is the groundwork for all later works in implicature, there are other attempts to improve his theory (Birner, 2013). One influential approach is NeoGrician theory. In their revision, Neo-Griceans have kept the CP of the original theory, for their belief that it is essential in communication, but they reduced the maxims (cited in Archer et al., 2012). Neo-Griceanism is most closely associated with Horn and Levinson; Horn (2004) reformulated the maxims and replaced them with two principles: the quantity (Q-) and relation (R-) principles: the Q-principle: ―make your contribution sufficient. Say as much as you can (given R)‖, and the ―R-principle: make your contribution necessary. Say no more than you must (given Q)‖ (Huang, 2004 p.676). Levinson (2000) presents another revisionist approach. He reduces Grice‘s maxims to three pragmatic principles, or what he named the quantity (Q-), informativeness (I-), and manner (M-) principles. Each of the three principles has two sides: a speaker‘s maxim, which specifies what the principle enjoins the speaker to say, versus a recipient‘s corollary, which dictates what this allows the addressee to infer (ibid). The other account comes from Relevance Theory (henceforth RT). Sperber and Wilson (1995 cited in Archer et al. 2012 p.58) argued that cooperation is not essential to communication.



They suggested a reduction of Grice‘s maxims to one, that of relation, single principle of relevance, according to which hearers try to achieve ―optimal relevance‖ and they expect the speaker to provide satisfactory effect for minimal effort. RT assumes that ―relevance is a natural feature of communication‖. Sperber and Wilson go further and argue that ―communicators do not follow‖ nor can violate the principle of relevance, rather it ―applies without expectations‖. Moreover, RT tries to explain what goes on in the mind of the hearer by deduction as opposed to the two other approaches which seek for the way speakers generate implicatures by induction (Bai and Chen, 2010, p.46; ibid).



2.3.5 Inference-Formation In the process of communication, hearers interpret what has been intended by the speaker; which is either explicitly stated or implied, i.e. they make inferences. Yule (2010 p.131) defines inference as ―an additional information used by the listener to create a connection between what is said and what must be meant‖. For instance, in a restaurant, one waiter can ask another: (11) Where‘s the spinach salad sitting? (Yule, 2010 p.131) The other waiter may receive this reply: s/he is sitting by the door. In this example, the context clues are the additional information that help the hearer get the intended meaning. Yule is right in saying that the additional information helps the hearer to create the connection between what is said and what is meant, but he is not accurate in defining inference as additional information, inference by itself is the process of interpreting utterances. Inference is ―a process adopted by addressees to reach an interpretation for utterances or for connections between utterances‖ (Bader and Abdel-karim, 2010 p.35), therefore, it is a process.



Inference is derived from background knowledge which is already familiar to the hearer; the hearer establishes possible interpretations for the utterances.



2.3.6 The Influence of Context The term ‗context‘ is traced back to Malinowski, an anthropologist, who for the first time in 1923 invoked that term to account for the way language is used in a community. He said ―meaning of any particular word is to a very high degree dependent on its context‖ (Malinowski, 1923 p.30 cited in Widdowson, 2004 p.37). This notion was later developed by the British linguist J. R. Firth. In his linguistic theory, the term ‗context‘ is a key concept, and he used it to language events. After Firth, Halliday used the notion ‗context‘ in his model: Systemic Functional Grammar (SFG) (ibid p.39). Context is crucial and of great importance for the study of pragmatics. It plays a great role in interpreting utterances, for example, in the next two examples there is an identical utterance but, with two different meanings due two different contexts in which they are uttered: 1. Speaker: a young mother, hearer: her mother-in-law, place: parck by a duck pond, time: afternoon in September 1962. They are watching the young mother‘s two-year-old son chasing ducks. The mother-in-law has just remarked that her son, the child‘s father, was rather backward at this age. The young mother says: (12) a. I do think Adam‘s quick. (Brown & Yule 1983 p.36) 2. Speaker: a student, hearers: a set of students, place: sitting round a cafe table in the refectory, time: evening in March 1980. John, one of the group, has just told a joke everyone laughs except Adam. Then Adam laughs, one of the students says: (12) b. I do think Adam‘s quick. (Brown & Yule 1983 p.36)



In (12a), Adam is being compared, favourably, with his father. Quick here means something like quick in developing. While in (12b) Adam is compared with a set of students, unfavourably. Here quick means something like quick to understand/react/see the joke. The speaker wants to implicate the opposite of what s/he has just said (ibid). Both of the two utterances are about Adam. Both say that Adam is quick; but the intended meaning of the former is favourable, while the implicature behind the second is the opposite of what is said. What helps the hearer understand the conveyed meanings is the context; the contexts in which the two examples are uttered are different. Thus, according to the context each conveys a different meaning. However, as Thomas (1995 p. 22) explains, making meaning is not something static but rather ―a dynamic process, involving the negotiation of meaning between speaker and hearer, the context of utterance (physical, social, and linguistic), and the meaning potential of an utterance‖. Mey (2001 p.39) states that ―context is a dynamic, not a static concept: it is to be understood as the continually changing surroundings, in the widest sense, that enable participants in the communication process to interact, and in which the linguistic expression of their interaction become intelligible‖. One can point out from the above definition that context is what comes with an utterance; it helps the participants to get the implied meaning while they interact. According to Levison (1983 p.5), the term context is ―understood to cover the identities of participants, the temporal and spatial parameters of the speech event, and the beliefs, knowledge and intentions of the participants in that speech event, and no doubt much besides‖. Here, Levinson lists the features of context specified by Hymes (1964 p.9 cited in Brown and Yule, 1983 p.36): 1. Addressor: the speaker or writer who produces the utterance.



2. Addressee: the hearer who is the recipient of the utterance. 3. Topic: what the speaker talks about. 4. Setting: where the event is situated in time and place, and in terms of physical relations of the interactants. 5. Channel: the way the participants contact in the event by speech, writing, singing. 6. Code: the language dialect or style which is used. 7. Message-form: what form is meant; chat, debate, sermon, fairy-tale, sonnet, love letter. 8. Event: the nature of the communicative event within which a genre may be embedded. 9. Key: key evolves evaluation; is it a good sermon, a pathetic? 10. Purpose: the participants‘ intention which should come as a result of the communicative event. Hymes suggested that those context features should be considered, quite as general phonetic features are regarded. Just as a phonetician may select from general phonetic features like- voiced, bilabial, and stop but not lateral to characterize a /b/, an analyst may choose from contextual features to characterize a particular communicative event. The more the analyst knows about the features of context, the more likely s/he is able to predict what is likely to be meant (ibid). What is more, context has a number of key aspects or sometimes called kinds of context: one is situational context; it is the physical environment. It is what people can see around them, particularly the time and place. Another is background knowledge context; it is what people



―know about each other and the world‖. The third is linguistic context also known as co-text; it is ―what people know about what they have been saying‖ (Cutting, 2002 p.3).



2.3.7 Presupposition Inference-formation, interpreting the utterance meaning of sentences, to a large extent depends upon the degree of shared knowledge which exists between the speaker and the hearer in communication. This shared knowledge is called, by philosophers, presupposition (Finch 2003). Despite conveying information within implicatures, in communication speakers also use presuppositions to communicate indirectly (Fromkin et al. 2003). For example when one says: (13) My brother is rich. The hearer assumes that the speaker has a brother, although that fact has not been explicitly stated. In conversation speakers do not spell out every detail. As, ―if a speaker had to spell out all the details every time s/he speaks, then communication would be extremely lengthy and tedious‖ (Finch, 2003 p.165). Thus, presupposition can be used as a linguistic economy strategy, because speakers assume a certain amount of knowledge to be known on the part of the addressee that makes it possible to take shortcuts. Moreover, Finch (ibid) argues that the degree of shortcutting depends on the context in which the communication takes place. Some of the assumptions made by the speaker may be mistaken, of course, but they are mostly appropriate. Therefore, both the speaker and the hearer must know about the presupposed information for the communication to be successful. In pragmatics, these assumptions are called ‗presuppositions‘; ―what a speaker (or writer) assumes is true or known by a listener (or reader) can be described as a presupposition‖ (Yule, 2010 p.133).



2.3.8 Indirectness Another pragmatic concept is called ‗indirectness‘ or more precisely ‗indirect speech acts‘, according to which a speaker utters a sentence, with which s/he means not only what s/he says but also means something more. It comes under the more general theory of ―speech acts‖. Indirectness is how a speaker communicates to the hearer more than what s/he actually says, or it is the way through which people frequently mean more than what they say; that is, sentences not only have sense (literal meaning of words), but also there is an intention (force) behind it (Searle, 1979a; Thomas,1995). Before discussing indirect speech acts and how they contribute to the theory of implicatures and inferences, it is important to tell something about force. Up to this point, the terms ―intention‖, ―intended meaning‖, ―what is meant‖, or the speaker‘s intention and ―force‖ have been used several times without being introduced. In the pragmatics literature, the concept of intention is termed as ―force‖: ―in pragmatics we use the term force to refer to the speaker‘s communicative intention‖ (Thomas 1995 p.18), so, force means the speakers intention. The term was introduced by J. L. Austin (in Thomas 1995). Force contrasts with sense; sense is of concern in semantics, and it is the meaning of words out of context. Force on the other hand is the concern of pragmatics; it is the contextual meaning (Finch 2003). Force is the attitude or the viewpoint of the speaker; it is speaker‘s aim of spelling out an utterance. Finch (2003 p.163) argues that ―establishing utterance force is essential to determining the full, contextualised, meaning of any communication‖. Moreover, in the study of implicatures and inference formations, force is of essential importance, as what speakers imply within utterances is the force and what the hearers infer is the force. Therefore, both implicature and inference are the transmitting processes; they work in



the path of transferring force from the speaker to the hearer. The importance of force for an analyst in the area of syntax-pragmatics interface is the extent to which the speakers use the structure to imply their force, and at the same time the extent to which the hearers can rely on the structure to infer the force. Back to indirect speech acts, they were first introduced by Oxford philosopher J.L. Austin (1962) and further developed by American philosopher J.R. Searle (1969 cited in Searle 1979a) in a theory named ―speech act theory‖. Since that time, it has been an influential theory within linguistics as well as philosophy (Green, 2007). For Austin (1962), language is action. It is used to do things that go beyond the literal meaning. Much of the interaction between human beings is based on verbal action, for example utterances are used to give orders, to request, to promise, to swear, to apologize, etc. He argues that utterances involve not only what a speaker says but also what s/he intends. Further, he distinguishes between three kinds of acts: locutionary act which refers to the literal meaning of words, illocutionary act by which he means the purpose, intention or the force of producing an utterance by the speaker, and perlocutionary act which refers to the performance of the act or the effect of the utterance on the hearer (ibid). Another way of classifying speech acts is one which classifies them into direct and indirect speech acts. According to this classification, people use language to make an effect on the hearer either directly or indirectly. Direct speech acts are ―cases in which the speaker utters a sentence and means exactly and literally what he says‖. Indirect speech acts, on the other hand, are ―cases in which one illocutionary act is performed indirectly by way of performing another‖ (Searle, 1979a p.30 ff). For example, consider a speaker who tries to tell a hearer not to stand in front of the TV, s/he might say:



(14)



a. Move out of the way!



(direct speech act)



(14)



b. You're blocking the screen.



(indirect speech act)



In the case of (14a), the speaker says exactly what he means; it is an imperative sentence used to perform an illocutioery force of order for the purpose of affecting a perlocutionary force on the hearer to move. By contrast, (14b) is an example of indirect speech acts in which a declarative sentence is used to perform an illocutionary force of order with the purpose of having the same consequence of example (14a). In this example, the speaker wants the hearer to move away from the TV, but s/he does not say it directly. S/he says something but means something else or more than what s/he says. This comes in line with the definition of implicatures, thus indirect speech acts can be considered as a type of implicatures.



2.4 Press Conferences 2.4.1 Definition of Press Conferences A press (or news) conference (henceforth PC) is a media event; it is a pre-planned event ―organised specifically to attract journalists from the mass media, particularly television news, radio news and newspapers in (both print and Internet editions) for something that was not of interest to journalists before‖ (Krzewiński, 2006 p.1). Activists, including politicians, hold press conferences to state their opinions on proposed legislation, and candidates use them to communicate their stance on important issues (Roos, 2014). Western Organization of Resource Councils (WORC) presents the following definition of press conference, it: is a voluntary presentation of information to the media. In a press conference, you decide what information is presented, how it is presented and who presents it. It is an opportunity to get your story on TV, radio or in the paper. To hold a press conference, you contact the media, pick a time and a place, make a presentation and respond to reporters‘ questions (WORC, 2006 p.1).



The presidential press conference is ―a gathering of reporters in the same room with the president and perhaps another head of state, where the president initially makes some remarks followed by questions to him and his guest‖ (Fraser, 2010 p.206). In press conferences, the holder(s) respond to the questions of the press. One purpose for holding a press conference is that the holder of the conference can answer all the questions from reporters and journalists; this saves time and keeps the holder from answering many phone calls on the same subject. At the same time, PC ensures that everyone receives the same information (Krzewiński, 2006 p.1). PCs are used for political campaigns, emergencies and promotional purposes, such as the launch of a new product.



2.4.2 US Presidential Press Conferences Chief Executives of the US have used PCs as a basic part of their publicity strategies, since Woodrow Wilson held the first presidential PC in March 1913. Reporters find PCs useful for developing information; citizens see them as valuable for making judgments about their chief executives, and presidents see them as a primary strategy for explaining their policies. That is why the sessions have survived. In PCs, presidents give speeches to explain the details of their policies to the media and the public (Kumar, 2011). The reporters in a PC act as representatives of the public, they ask the president mostly about recent issues. The rules governing presidential PCs, those of US, have changed through time and as a result the nature of the PCs has also changed. At first, in the period preceding John Kennedy‘s presidency, the rules favoured the president; the sessions were off the record events. The president could change any part of his speech, if he said something he believed unwise (Kumar,



2011). At that time, the PCs were more frequent; a greate number of PCs were held, sometimes twice a week (Shenkman, History News Network (HNN) 2001). But after the rules governing PCs changed, and the PCs started to go on record, fewer sessions are held compared to the number before the changes. Now the chief executives have to take time preparing for the sessions and then be careful what they say when answering questions. President Eisenhower‘s press conference on January 19, 1955 is the first televised press conference (Kumar, 2011). Nowadays, PCs are held live on TVs, in which the president is confronted with challenging questions, and he is expected to answer them directly and completely (Fraser, 2010). However, as Eshbaugh-Soha (2003) states ―the president calls on members of the media during the question and answer portion of the conference and might strategically avoid certain reporters whom he knows will ask a difficult or controversial question‖ (p.319). The current US President, Barack Hussain Obama, holds solo and joint PCs. He seems to prefer joint PCs over solo ones. This claim is based on the number of his solo PCs, compared to the joint ones (see the table below). At the average, he holds PCs twice a month. He usually begins each PC with a statement about a topic or few topics which he wishes to discuss. After his speech, the time for questions starts. Once Mr. President calls a reporter, s/he would raise his/her question(s); the president answers the question then calls for another question. The PCs usually last at least half an hour. The PCs are usually broadcast live on international and local TV channels; at the same time, the whole PC will be transcribed. The transcripts are available on The Internet especially on official websites of US such as The White House and international TV channel websites such as CNN and BBC, etc. The following table shows the number and the types of the PCs held by Obama from 1/20/2009 to 9/20/2014:



President



Year



solo regular



Barack Obama



Totals 43 2009 7 2010 10 2011 8 2012 6 2013 8 Through: September 20, 2014 2014 4 *based on 68 months in office from 1/20/09 to 9/20/14



prime-time 4 4 0 0 0 0 0



joint



Total



70 16 9 12 6 14 13



117 27 19 20 12 22 17



average/ month



average/ year



1.72*



20.63**



**based on 5.67 years in office from 1/20/09 to 9/20/14



Totals (1) Barack Obama’s press conferences adapted from The American Presidency Project website: http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/data/newsconferences.php



2.4.3 Types of Press Conferences PCs can be classified according to different criteria (Al-Sary, 2012): the frequency of time, and the number of the people who respond to questions. According to the time, PCs are divided into: a. Emergency PCS: they are held in response to a crisis or disaster. b. Periodical PCs: such PCs are held periodically, most often monthly. c. Annual PCs: these sessions are presented once every year, especially when there is an occasion, especially a state occasion. PCs classified according to the number of people responding to questions are as follow (Al-Sary, 2012): a. Solo: in such sessions only one person gives speech, and s/he is responding to the press questions alone. b. Joint by two (Dual PCs): A dual PC instead is held between two talking sides. For example, a president holds joint PCs mostly with another official foreign leader, after a



visit or when other official leaders visit their country. The speech at the beginning is about the outcome of their joint meeting; they are both confronted with questions by the press. Such sessions also happen between competing candidates. c. Joint by three (Triple PCs): these sessions are the same as dual PCs, but instead of two it is held for three presidents, leaders or talking sides. d. Joint by more than three (Multiple PCs): in such PCs the main session holder (in the presidential PCs, the president) is accompanied by a number of ministers or official leaders when the issue is related to their ministry or duties. They are all responding to the press questions. (ibid) There are also Short Question and Answer Sessions. These are ―short, quick, and take little preparation. Usually scheduled with less than a day‘s advance notice, the president will call on two or three reporters, most often ones from the wire services‖. However, president Obama does not prefer such sessions for explaining his policies, as they are not suitable for explanations of his policies at the length. Answers given in short sessions can lead to more questions for a president and his team, i.e. they are sessions where reporters rarely get follow-up questions (Kumar, 2009, p.5 ff).



2.4.4 Press Conference Objectives There are many reasons for holding a press conference, for both the president and the public. PCs ―give the public the best opportunity to see what presidents know (and don't know), what makes them angry, what makes them laugh, and what their brand of leadership is. Those are all points people want to see, not just read about‖ (Kumar 2011). President Coolidge discussed with reporters why he held PCs (cited in Kumar, 2011 from The Whitehouse Historical Association):



I regard it as rather necessary to the carrying on of our republican institution that the people should have a fairly accurate report of what the president is trying to do, and it is for that purpose, of course, that those intimate conferences are held. [September 14, 1926] Moreover, Western Organization of Resource Councils (WORC) (2006, p.1) lists some good reasons for holding a press conference: 1. to get publicity about efforts and problems 2. to get widespread media coverage 3. to send a message to a decision maker about what the holder wants 4. to get more people involved in an organization 5. to develop the skills of members of a group 6. to show the strength of a group



(WORC 2006, p.1)



7. to find out what the president thinks 8. to give the public a chance to see their leader up close (Shenkman, History News Network (HNN) 2001), and 9. to save time.



2.4.5 Language Manipulations at Press Conferences Politicians rarely state their intentions explicitly, they are said to present their intentions implicitly, especially when there are differences and they want to conceal the reality, to win the audience. They hide their intentions within the words. In other words, politicians implicate their intentions, and the audience, in the process of inference-formation, need to depend not only on their speech and the words they utter, but also on other evidence. As Bhatia (2011, p.174) states:



Press conferences involving well-known political leaders from different parts of the world provide excellent data to study how ideologies are discussed and negotiated, how power relations are asserted, and how political differences on difficult issues are discussed and communicated in a positive way. This study chooses a number of press conferences held by president Obama, the forty fourth president of the United States of America, as an impressive political figure. The study will systematically discuss the implicatures made in the PCs, and what inferences one can form from them. This thesis purposefully chooses to investigate the language of press conferences as ―language plays a significant ideological role because it is an instrument by means of which the manipulative intents of politicians become apparent‖ (Rozina and Karapetjana, 2009 p.113). In this process, language plays a crucial role because every political action is prepared, accompanied, influenced and expressed by language (Horvath, 2012, 45 cited in Mustafa and Khalaf, 2013 p.3).



2.5 Literature Review An essential feature of human communication, as Grice (1989) claims, ―is the expression and recognition of intentions‖ (cited in Wilson and Sperber, 2004 p.1). The expression is done through implicatures, and the recognition through inferences. That feature shapes all ordinary human communication as well as other formal contexts. Perdhani (2013) in her paper entitled ―Implicature Used at the Politics News of The Jakarta Post, Jawa Pos Newspaper and Its Pedagogic Implications‖ tries to show the role of implicatures in the politics news; she refers to such implicatures as political implicatures. She points out that politicians exploit implicature in



many situations to win their idea; they imply the bad association into a good one by using implicatures. Unsurprisingly, American politicians make use of implicatures. America is a superpower country; there are always political negotiations ―among armed conflict countries. When there is a political negotiation, there is a delicate matter. And when there is a delicate matter, there will be implicature‖ (ibid, p.1). For Perdhani, implicature is language specific; she makes a comparison between Indonesian and English political implicatures. She states that implicatures in both languages have the same syntactic structure ―American English political implicatures do not differ in syntactic structure‖ (ibid p.5). She works on written data; moreover, she argues that the writers always consider ―the choice of a certain way of constructing political implicatures by using a certain syntactic structure‖. Dealing with the interpretation of implicature, Mustafa (2010, p.1) uses journalistic texts as a source of data; he shows the importance of implicature as a pragmatic inference ―for glossing the intended meanings behind the different glossary of media writing‖. In addition, he challenges traditional grammar as concentrating mainly on the structures of sentences and their internal systems. He argues that ―implicature employs the whole situation and it uses all the circumstances surrounding the utterance in order to really conceive the intended meaning of the producer of that utterance‖ (Mustafa, 2010, p.1). Though he seems to make a reasonable challenge against one can neither neglect nor depend solely on the structure. In that study, he claims that both the structure and the context are involved in making implicatures and inferenceformation. Moreover, it is not only the pragmatic meaning that can be conveyed through syntactic structures. Syntactic structure, together with phonological and lexical or semantic means can



convey thematic meaning (Jawad, 2007). In his dissertation, Jawad (2007) shows the role of seven syntactic strategies in conveying thematic meaning. In her thesis, Melchenko (2003) explores the role of inference-formation process and the role of implicatures in advertising discourse, based on the study of conversational implicatures by Grice (1975), and the distinction between ostensive and covert communication elaborated by Sperber and Wilson (1986). She proposes a typology of inferences in advertising. According to this typology, ―there are six major types of inferences in advertising: overt vs. covert conventional, overt vs. covert non-conventional silent, and overt vs. covert non-conventional flouting inference-types‖ (Melchenko, 2003 p.54). Following Melchenko, Abdul-Wahid (2010) explores the role of inference in TV Commercial Advertisements. She applies the typology on seven commercial advertisements. Abdul-Wahid (2010 p.5) came to the conclusion that ―the majority of advertisers tend to communicate their message covertly to affect consumers‘ cognition. They also tend to do so because they are unlikely to accept the responsibility of advertisements‖.



Focusing on the syntactic and pragmatic analysis of utterances used in English and Kurdish televised advertisements, Mahmood (2008) attempts to explain the impact of using certain words or constructions, as well as context, to persuade the tele-viewers to buy a product. He discusses the major syntactic tools that concern ads in both languages as well as analyzing the ads pragmatically to find the role of context through Grice‘s maxims. Moreover, he deals with the concepts implicature and inference; he claims that ―if the implicature by the speaker and the inference by the hearer were the same‖, it will result in what Mahmood calls ―perfect coincidence‖ and the interlocutors understand each other. Otherwise, the result might be a kind of misunderstanding that might change the direction of the conversation.



Another related research is done by Bhatia (2011); in this work she conducts a critical analysis for political PCs focusing on the language used by Chinese president Jiang Zemin and the US president George W. Bush in their PCs. As Bhatia states, PCs of political figures ―provide excellent data to study how ideologies are discussed and negotiated, how power relations are asserted, and how political differences on difficult issues are discussed and communicated in a positive way‖ (ibid, p.174). Her analysis reveals that the content and the structure of the PCs are institutionally organized, i.e. the content of the speeches are prepared, the ―questions are often pre-selected‖ and not ―spontaneous‖; the PCs are ―highly controlled and diplomatic‖; language is used as a way of hiding reality. The two participants use linguistic features in their diplomatic language; through this they can say ―what serves their purpose, and yet conceal what they think can go against their beliefs or interests‖ (Bhatia, 2011 p.195). For the researcher to take more objective and informed decisions about interpretation, Bhatia has used secondary data from some media resources. Van Dijk‘s (1997), Political Discourse Analysis, argues that word order variation usually has two types of political functions: it is either to emphasize or mitigate through placement of words and phrases. He states that by syntactic topicalization, or fronting a word, special attention may be drawn to the fronted word. He adds that, by using active sentences politicians associate responsible agency with syntactic subjects, whereas passive sentences focus on objects of such actions and ―defocus responsible agency by putting agents last in prepositional phrases, or leaving it implicit‖ (ibid p.34). Furthermore, Josiah and Johnson (2012) try to analyze the president Goodluck Jonathan‘s and president Barack Obama‘s Inaugural Addresses according to the pragmatic basis especially the Speech Act Theory. They argue that the possible interpretation that accompanies Speech Acts



depend on their context, situation and the shared previous knowledge of both the speaker and the hearer. At the same time, they analyze the sentence structure of the two speeches; they counted the number of simple, compound, complex, multiple, and compound complex sentences and compared the number of each sentence types used by the two presidents. They show that president Obama used the highest number of complex sentences, compared to president Goodluck who used the highest number of simple sentences. Thus, they observed that ―choice of words and their deliberate emphasis contributed to the clarity and the achievement of objective‖ (Josiah and Johnson, 2012 p.257). More recently, Al-Sa‘ati and Khalf (2013 p.1) conducted a critical discoursal and formal linguistic analysis for a ―historical‖ speech that Obama delivered at Cairo University. They adopted the Functional model of linguistics. Their conclusions show that Obama ―tends to use simple words and short positive sentences. Consequently, his language is easily understood; a matter which has shortened the distance between him and his audience‖. They argue that Obama, at that speech, used language ―to create a very positive image of himself in the mind of the audience‖, and to make them understand and accept his views easily. He influenced the audience to have confidence in him. He planted hope in their hearts. Therefore, he could successfully persuade and influence his audience to support his policy (Al-Sa‘ati and Khalaf, 2013 p.28).



To sum up, there are a number of related studies to the topic of this thesis, but none of them has exactly discussed areas of interface between syntax and pragmatics in generating implicatures and inference-formations, particularly in the US presidential press conferences. Therefore, this study tackles the possible implicatures generated by the president of the United States, Barack Obama, and the journalists during the press conferences by packaging information through certain structures leading to some possible inferences.



CHAPTER THREE MEANING-IMPLICATION AND INFERENCE-FORMATION 3.1 Introduction The question of how people understand what others are saying, even when they do not state their intentions straightforwardly, has been debated ever since Grice put forward a theory of implicature in 1967 (Thomas, 1995). That is, speakers can implicate more or different meanings via the use of implicatures. After Grice‘s work, there have been a number of other works on implicatures. On the other hand, there is some research on how people infer each others‘ intentions. What has not gained attention yet is developing both implicature and inference into one unified theory; this issue is dealt with within this chapter. The chapter also investigates different types of implicatures in the US presidential press conferences, and the resulted inferences of each. In this chapter, purposes of implicature-generation, different models and methods of inference-formation are also discussed and analyzed.



3.2 The Role of the Speaker and the Hearer in Communication Based on the assumption that both the speaker and the hearer are rational agents in communication (following Horn, 2004), and that successful communication commonly relies on both of them, one can state that both the speaker and the hearer take part and have roles in the process of making meaning in communication. In other words, each of the speaker and the hearer take active roles in communication; speakers generate implicatures and hearers form inferences. However, what is important about the roles of the participants is that responsibility for successful communication may not fall on both of them fairly to the same degree. Sperber and



Wilson (1995, cited in Archer et al. 2012) believe that speakers have more communicative responsibility than hearers do. They argue that: It is left to the communicator to make correct assumptions about the codes and contextual information that the audience will have accessible and be likely to use in the comprehension process. The responsibility for avoiding misunderstandings also lies with the speaker, so that all the hearer has to do is go ahead and use whatever code and contextual information comes most easily to hand. Sperber and Wilson (1995, p. 43 cited in Archer et al. 2012 p.59-60) What does the quotation above mean is that the speaker provides codes and contextual information necessary to let the hearer form inferences, therefore, avoiding misunderstanding and identifying speaker‘s intention, i.e. forming right inferences, by the hearer depends on the evidence that the speaker gives. Moreover, this view by Sperber and Wilson (ibid) is based on their belief that the hearer always assumes the speaker is trying to be optimally relevant.



3.3 Implicature-Generation and Inference-Formation In the process of communication, the notion of implicature bridges the gap between what is literally said and what is conveyed or intentionally implicated (Levinson, 1983); between natural and non-natural meaning, truth conditional and non-truth conditional meaning. Grice distinguishes between two main types of implicature: conversational and conventional (Birner, 2013; Grundy, 2000). Both types convey some additional meaning, but the point of dissimilarity is context-dependency; conventional implicatures are context-free. They always imply the same content, whereas conversational implicatures are context-dependent; they vary according to the context (Thomas, 1995). However, there are other types of implicatures which are not related directly to the main types. Therefore, they can be categorized as other types of implicatures (see



Figure (1) on page 70). This is part of the process of communication, the speaker‘s part. Communication also involves inference-formation on the part of the hearer. Based on the assumption that both the speaker and the hearer are rational agents ―speakers implicate, hearers infer‖ (Horn and Ward, 2004 p.6), one can argue that any implicature is an inference at the same time on the part of the hearer. As Yule (1996 p.36) puts it, ―it is the speakers who communicate meaning via implicatures and it is listeners who recognize those communicated meanings via inference‖. Grice (1975, 1989 cited in Thomas 1995 and Ariel 2008) insists that the communication works on the bases of the cooperative principles and the set of maxims. To put it another way, there are certain regularities in interaction governing generation of implicatures by the speaker. These regularities, i.e., set of maxims, which inform speaker‘s cooperative behaviour, are also used as general guiding principles in inferenceformation. Furthermore, the five ways in which the speaker can behave with respect to the CP (observing, violating, flouting, opting out, and infringing) have the potential to license on inference (Birner, 2013). That is why it is better to postulate a theory that might be more comprehensive to combine both implicature and inference.



Another support to such a view comes when both Melchenko (2003) and Abdul-Wahid (2010) classify inferences into conventional and non-conventional (conversational); their classification is based on the types of implicatures. Moreover, successful communication is achieved when the hearer infers exactly what the speaker intends; ―if the implicature by the speaker and the inference by the hearer were the same, it will result what might be called ―perfect coincidence‖ (Mahmood, 2008 p.84).



3.4 Types of Implicature 3.4.1 Conversational Implicature According to Mey (2001, p.46), conversational implicature ―concerns the way we understand an utterance in conversation in accordance with what we expect to hear‖. Conversational implicature is the most widely accepted type of implicature. Consider the following extract: (1) President Obama: If the argument is that they can't do—that they can't increase tax rates on folks making $700,000 or $800,000 a year, that's not a persuasive argument to me, and it's certainly not a persuasive argument to the American people. (December 19, 2012) from: http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu [Accessed on June 5, 2014] Here, the context is that Obama is going to save the middle class from high taxes, but he wants to increase the tax on the wealthiest people; his competitioners disagree with him, and they criticize this plan. Obama implicitly refuses their argument. He means that the folks are with him; therefore, he is going to continue working on the plan. Although it is not of benefit for the wealthy people, it is for the sake of all the American people. He has not explicitly mentioned that he is going to continue but he has implied that. To give another example: (2) President Obama: Are you suggesting that the status quo was working? Because it wasn‘t, and everybody knows it. It wasn‘t working in the individual market, and it certainly wasn't working for the 41 million people who didn't have health insurance. And so what we did was we chose a path that was the least disruptive, to try to finally make sure that health care is treated in this country like it is in every other advanced country. (November, 14, 2013) From http://www.nytimes.com [Accessed on May, 2014] The whole of the above extract carries a conversational implicature; the context is the health care plan through which Obama wants to improve the health situation all over the country. His opponents take it as a pressure against his policy. Although, president Obama, in that speech, does not explicitly say that Affordable Care Act has made some changes, and it is much better



than the time before the implementation of the law, but he implied this intention. Hence, the following inferences could be formed:



1. The status quo (the status before health care law) was just in the interest of a group of people; it was not working for all the people equally. 2. Obama‘s health care plan provides equal service for all the people. 3. He says ―we chose a path that was the least disruptive‖, with which he may mean that although there are obstacles hindering the activation of the plan, there is not a more appropriate alternative. 4. In the US, the health situation is not up to the level compared to other advanced countries, even though the US has the strongest economic power in the world. Consider another example of conversational implicatures:



(3) President Obama: I think they recognize that unlike some other players in the region, we don‘t have territorial ambitions in their country. We‘re not looking to control their assets or their energy. (June 20, 2014) http://www.washingtonpost.com [Accessed on June 20, 2014] In that PC, president Obama talks about the situation in Iraq and their role in assisting Iraqis to build a stable and inclusive government. The implicature is that there are other countries in the region that have territorial ambitions in Iraq; they are looking to control Iraq‘s energy. Moreover, Grice (in Grundy, 2000) distinguishes between two types of conversational implicatures: generalized and particularized conversational implicatures, acronymed to GCI and PCI respectively. It is also to be noted that whenever the term ‗implicature‘ is used alone, in this study, it indicates a conversational implicature.



3.4.1.1 Generalized Conversational Implicature Generalized Conversational Implicatures (GCIs) arise without considering any particular context or scenario (Levinson, 1983; Grundy, 2000). GCIs are those conversational implicatures which are inferable without reference to a special context, i.e. no shared knowledge about the context is required to form the inference and figure out the additional meaning (Levinson, 2000; Yule, 1996). So, GCIs lead to the same inference, regardless of whatever the context is. Consider how much is implied in the following utterance: (4) President Obama: What we also saw was that some bolts needed to be tightened up on some of the programs, so we initiated some additional oversight, reforms, compliance officers, audits, and so forth. (August 9, 2013) from: http://transcripts.cnn.com [Accessed on March 15, 2014] In the above extract, using some is a GCI. Even without resorting to the context one can infer the implied meaning: Some means not all; the implicature can be inferred as a reality that some (not all) parts of some (not all) programs need to be reconsidered. Therefore, some (not too many) reforms have started. According to Cruse (2006), generalized conversational implicatures can be further divided into I-implicatures which correspond to quality-implicatures, quantity-implicatures, and Mimplicatures which is related to Manner-implicatures. The labels relate to Grice‘s maxims of conversation, Q-implicatures relate to his Maxim of Quantity, and M-implicatures relate to Grice‘s Maxim of Manner.



3.4.1.1.1 Quality-Implicature Quality-implicatures are related to the maxim of quality which arises due to non-observing the maxim of quality. They arise when the speaker says something different from what the hearer



expects, or the speaker might say something for which s/he does not have evidence. The implicature may arise when the speaker knows exactly the case but s/he conceals the information. According to Thomas (1995 p. 67), quality implicatures arise when the speaker says something which is ―patently false‖. Since the speaker does not seem to deceive the hearers, they need to look for another ―plausible interpretation‖. For instance, in the following example a journalist asks Obama why certain members of the State Department have been blocked from giving their testimony in the legislation: (5) Q (by Ed Henry): And on the Benghazi question, I know pieces of the story have been litigated, and you‘ve been asked about it. But there are people in your own State Department saying they‘ve been blocked from coming forward, that they survived the terror attack and they want to tell their story. Will you help them come forward and just say it once and for all? (April 30, 2013) http://blogs.wsj.com [Accessed on May 1, 2014] The journalist‘s words show that he is sure that Obama knows the case, he says ―I know pieces of the story have been litigated, and you‘ve been asked about it‖; if a case is litigated, then it is sent to a law court to make an official decision about it. Consequently, the president knows about it. The journalist seems to be sure, therefore, he says that ―there are people in your own State Department saying they‘ve been blocked from coming forward‖ without saying anything that brings doubt or hesitation such as I have heard, people say. Nevertheless, through denying his knowledge of anybody been blocked Obama implicitly states that the case is settled. (6) President Obama: Ed, I‘m not familiar with this notion that anybody‘s been blocked from testifying. So what I‘ll do is I will find out what exactly you‘re referring to. (April 30, 2013): http://blogs.wsj.com [Accessed on May 1, 2014] In the continuation of the same answer, president Obama generates another quality-implicature: (7) President Obama: What I‘ve been very clear about from the start is that our job with respect to Benghazi has been to find out exactly what happened, to make sure that



U.S. embassies not just in the Middle East but around the world are safe and secure and to bring those who carried it out to justice. (April 30, 2013) from http://blogs.wsj.com [Accessed on May 1, 2014] In the above extract, a quality-implicature is generated by Obama as a result of being too general and being out of the hearers‘ expectations when the answer could have been too specific. An expected answer could be there are not any such persons, or anybody who has information can tell us and the public. He says repeatedly ―but I‘ll find out what exactly you‘re referring to‖. Further, the journalist insists on the existence of such a case in order to make president Obama tell him (and the public) something more convenient, still Obama rejects: (8) Q (by Ed Henry): They hired an attorney because they‘re saying that they‘ve been blocked from coming forward. President Obama: I‘m not familiar with it. (April 30, 2013) http://blogs.wsj.com [Accessed on May 1, 2014] Therefore, another way through which quality-implicatures arise is when someone insists on something. Insistence can be seen as a way through which one implicates that something is true.



3.4.1.1.2 Quantity-Implicature Quantity-implicature arises by flouting the maxim of quantity. This flout happens when a speaker ―blatantly gives more or less information than a situation requires‖ (Thomas, 1995 p. 69). According to this maxim, one is to be just as informative as required, but when one does otherwise a quantity-implicature arises. The next example illustrates this: (9) Q (by Chuck Todd): Do you think without the cooperation of a handful of governors, particularly large states like Florida and Texas, that you can fully implement it? President Obama: I think it‘s harder; there‘s no doubt about it. (April 30, 2013) from: http://blogs.wsj.com [Accessed on May 1, 2014]



In example (9), president Obama provides less information than is required to answer the question; therefore, it is an example of quantity-implicatures. A piece of information that is missed from the answer, which can possibly be inferred, that forms the quantity-implicature is although he thinks it is harder, they can still do it. For the same reason, the journalist repeats his question, to make president Obama shift the quantity-implicature into an explicit statement, and give the required amount of information: (10) Q (by Chuck Todd): But can you do it without those? President Obama: We — we will implement it. There will be — we have a backup federal exchange. If states aren‘t cooperating, we set up a federal exchange, so that people can access that federal exchange. (April 30, 2013) from: http://blogs.wsj.com [Accessed on May 1, 2014] As can be seen from (10), this time president Obama gives the information that is required. Therefore, there is no longer a quantity-implicature in that speech.



3.4.1.2 Scalar implicature Another subtype of implicatures is called scalar implicature. This sort of implicatures depends on a scale of values of some sort (Cruse, 2006). According to Levinson (1983), these implicatures arise from sets of contrasting linguistic alternates of the same grammatical category that can be placed in linear order by degree of informativeness, or semantic strength. If a speaker selects a stronger item in the set, the weaker items will be asserted, but not vice versa. However, in using the weaker expression, the stronger item on the scale is negated. That is, whenever one expression from such scales is chosen all the expressions in the lower position are asserted, and



at the same time the existence of all expressions higher in the scale is denied or negated (Blackwell, 2003). Therefore, scalar implicatures are associated with the utterance of a given item on a scale, i.e. use of a scalar value or item by a speaker can generate a scalar implicature when the scalar value is replaced with a stronger item from the scale, resulting in an alternative sentence. Moreover, such scales are often called Horn scales (Birner, 2013). Horn scales are as follows: a. Quantifiers  b. Adverbs of frequency  c. Connectives  d. Cardinals  e. Modals  f. Adjectives  g. Verbs ;  h. Negatives  When producing an utterance, a speaker chooses an expression from the scale, as in: (11) President Obama: What I've said is, is that in order to arrive at a compromise, I am prepared to do some very tough things, some things that some Democrats don't want to see, and probably, there are a few Republicans who don't want to see either. (December 19, 2012) http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu [Accessed on Jun 5, 2014] As can be seen from the passage above, the president selected some in his speech which comes from the scale of quantifiers: . Therefore, the use of some negates all of the other forms higher than some, i.e. all, most, and many. In other words, when Barack Obama states ―I am prepared to do some very tough things‖ he means neither all, nor most of, nor many of the things he is going to do are tough. ―some Democrats‖ means not all Democrats, ―a few Republicans‖ is even less than some Republicans, by which he means the number of the Republicans (the rival Party) who do not agree with him in that specific plan is lesser than the



number of the Democrats (his own Party) who disagree with him. The whole of the sentence, particularly these two expressions: ―some Democrats‖ and ―a few Republicans‖, can be seen as an implicature with which Obama wants to attract opinions of the opposite party and get the support of the public. In addition to this, one can tentatively say that scalar implicatures, as a type of conversational implicatures, can be generated by certain phrases or sentences and grammatical devices, for example in the case of modals. This constitutes an area of interface between syntax and pragmatics.



3.4.1.3 Particularized Conversational Implicature In contrast to generalized conversational implicatures (GCIs), particularized conversational implicatures (PCIs) are unique to a particular context (Birner, 2013). They arise in a certain context and inferring them requires a shared knowledge between the speaker and the hearer. An implicature from an utterance is particularized if the implicature is ―only by virtue of specific contextual assumptions that would not invariably or even normally obtain‖ (Levinson, 2000 p.16). The same utterance might be used to implicate different intentions, and as a result they would give rise to different inferences (Birner, 2013). What is important about PCIs is that they are context-bound. As the following extract illustrates: (12) Q (by Major Garrett): I'd like to ask you … about the choice you eventually will make, the next Federal Reserve chairman. There is a perception among Democrats that Larry Summers has the inside track, and perhaps you've made some assurances to him about that. Janet Yellen is the vice chair of the Federal Reserve. There are many women in the Senate who are Democrats who believe that breaking the glass ceiling, that would be historic and important. Are you annoyed by this sort of roiling debate? President Obama: It is definitely one of the most important economic decisions that



I'll make in the remainder of my presidency. The Federal Reserve chairman is not just one of the most important economic policymakers in America. It's -- he or she is one of the most important policymakers in the world. …. I have a range of outstanding candidates. You've mentioned two of them, Mr. Summers and Mr. Yellen -- Ms. Yellen. And they're both terrific people. I think the -- the perception that Mr. Summers might have an inside track simply had to do with a bunch of attacks that I was hearing on Mr. Summers preemptively, which is sort of a standard Washington exercise that I don't like, because when somebody's worked hard for me and worked hard on behalf of the American people, and I know the quality of those people, and I see him getting slapped around in the press for no reason before they've even been nominated for anything, then I want to make sure that somebody's standing up for them. I felt the same way when people were attacking Susan Rice before she was nominated for anything. So, you know, I tend to defend folks who I think have done a good job and don't deserve attacks. (August 9, 2013) from: http://transcripts.cnn.com [Accessed on March 15, 2014] As can be inferred from the above text, the journalist asks president Obama, who is the one that he is going to choose for Federal Reserve chairman; it is a historic decision for Obama as a president. The journalist mentions two names ―Larry Summers‖ and ―Janet Yellen‖, but in his response, president Obama implicitly conveys that he is supporting Mr. Summers, by defending him from the attacks on him. The underlined lines clearly illustrate this. Although, he gives some excuses for supporting Mr. Summers in his speech, what is inferred is that he has made his mind and he is going to choose him over the others. As the journalist‘s inference clearly proves it: (13) Q: Can you see how the perception of you defending Larry Summers as vigorously as you just did (OFF-MIKE) lead some to believe you've already made up your mind? (August 9, 2013) from: http://transcripts.cnn.com [Accessed on March 15, 2014] This implicature is counted as a PCI because it is bound to the context of Obama‘s decision of choosing among candidates for Federal Reserve chairman, and it can only be inferred as such in that specific context. Otherwise, if Obama supported the same person in other contexts (take, for



example, an imaginary situation when this man is condemned as guilty), the inference would surely be that the president wants to show that Summers is not guilty.



3.4.2 Conventional Implicatures Levinson (1983, p.127) defines conventional implicatures as ―non-truth-conditional inferences that are not derived from superordinate pragmatic principles like the maxims, but are simply attached by convention to particular lexical items or expressions‖. Unlike conversational implicatures, conventional implicatures are ―context-independent‖ (Birner, 2013 p.66). They are ―components of the meanings of utterances which are not propositional in nature, but which have a stable association with particular linguistic expressions and which therefore cannot be cancelled without anomaly‖, (Cruse, 2006 p.36). To form inferences from conventional implicatures, hearers need neither context nor cooperative principles; instead they are attached to particular linguistic expressions, which are a matter of convention (Birner, 2013). Levinson (1983) mentions four conjunctions that carry conventional implicatures namely: but, even, therefore, and yet, Thomas (1995) adds for, and again. Moreover, Bach (1999, p.333) lists a number of linguistic items that he calls the list of ―alleged conventional implicature devices‖: 1. Adverbs: already, also, barely, either, only, scarcely, still, too, yet 2. Connectives: but, and, nevertheless, so, therefore, yet 3. Implicative verbs: bother, condescend, continue, deign, fail, manage, stop 4. Subordinating conjunctions: although, despite (the fact that), even though. (ibid). Look at Table (2) for the conventional implicature that arise from some linguistic expressions:



Linguistic Expression



Conventional Implicature



Examples from US presidential press Conferences



but



Contrast ―contrary



President Obama: That conversation has to continue, but this time, the words need to lead to action.



to expectations



(December 19, 2012) http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu [Accessed on June 5, 2014]



and*



In addition to, and then



President Obama: It‘s a law [Violence Against Women Act] that‘s going to save lives and help more Americans live free from fear. (March 1, 2013)



Possible Inferences 1. There was a conversation before. 2. This time, in contrast to what is expected, will be different. 3. In the previous times it was all just words. 1. This law saves lives in addition to keeping them from fear. 2. Some Americans live in fear. 3. The same law works for two purposes.



http://www.news-gazette.com



[Accessed on May 6, 2014] even



contrary to expectation



President Obama: And I think there are other areas where we can make progress even with the sequester unresolved. (March 1, 2013) http://www.news-gazette.com



[Accessed on May 6, 2014] yet



the situation is expected to be different at a later time, the thing is surprising



President Obama: Even if the website isn‘t working as smoothly as it should be for everybody yet, the plan comparison tool that lets you browse cost for new plans near you is working just fine. (November 14, 2013)



1. It is contrary to expectation for the sequester to continue, so the sequester is expected to be solved. 2. Although it is contrary to expectation, still there is some possibility for the sequester to continue, that is why Obama says there are other areas to progress. 1. The website is not working yet. 2. In a later time, the website will be working in a good way.



http://www.nytimes.com



therefore



a consequence of, follows from



[Accessed on May1, 2014] President Obama: Teachers at these Army bases are typically civilians. They are therefore subject to furlough, which means that they may not be able to teach one day a week. (March 1, 2013)



1. The teachers having a day furlough is a consequence of (follows from) their being civilians. 2. Civilians in the US have one day furlough per a week.



http://www.news-gazette.com



manage



the action in question requires effort or involves difficulty



[Accessed on May 6, 2014] President Obama: They [Russia] can advance their economy and make sure that some of our joint concerns around counterterrorism are managed effectively, then I think we can work together. (August 9, 2013) http://transcripts.cnn.com [Accessed on March 15, 2014]



1. Obama warns Russia, that the advance of their economy is based on their joint concerns. More obviously, he wants to say it is in America‘s hand to let or not Russia‘s economy to grow. 2. Russia needs to make efforts to save their joint concerns with US, as that makes US agree to work together.



only



It is only the case, nothing more than the people, things, amount or activity that follows only



President Obama: The only way to bring stability and peace to Syria is going to be for Assad to step down and — and to move forward on a political transition. (April 30, 2013) http://blogs.wsj.com [Accessed on May 1, 2014]



1. According to Obama‘s policy, there is only one way to bring stability to Syria. 2. Nothing other than Asad‘s step down will bring stability to Syria.



Table (2) Examples of Conventional Implicature and Their Possible Inferences



3.4.3 Standard Implicatures Standard implicatures are conversational implicatures based on the hearer‘s assumption that the speakers observe the four maxims and do their best to follow the co-operative principle The following example illustrates this: (14) Q (by Jessica): Lindsey Graham, who‘s a senior member of the Armed Services Committee, has said that Benghazi and Boston are both examples of the U.S. going backwards on national Security. Is he right and did our intelligence miss something? President Obama: No. Mr. Graham is not right on this issue, although I‘m sure it generated some headlines. I think that what we saw in Boston was state, local, federal officials, every agency, rallying around a city that had been attacked, identifying the perpetrators just hours after the scene had been examined. We now have one individual deceased, one in custody. Charges have been brought. (April 30, 2013) http://blogs.wsj.com [Accessed on May 1, 2014] In the above extract, one can observe from the underlined sentence of Obama‘s answer that he is cooperative, truthful, adequately informative, relevant, and clear. Accordingly, one can infer that US agencies were successful in their duties; they could come over the attack just hours after the scene. Therefore, the opposite to what Mr. Graham has said, it is not to be counted as a backward point for US.



3.4.4 Tautology Implicatures According to Yule (1996 p.135), tautology is ―an apparently meaningless expression in which one word is defined as itself‖. Birner (2013, p.16.) states that ―tautology is a sentence that is true in all possible worlds‖. There are different forms of tautology constructions; one is ―an N is an N‖ this form of tautology implicates that one N is as good (or bad) as another (Davis, 1998 p.144). Some other forms are: disjunctions (P or not P), conditionals (if P then P), subordinate sentences (P because P, when P, P) (Meibauer, 2008 p.441). From a logical perspective, they have no meaning and no communicative value; still they are used in conversation. As speakers are expected to be cooperative, therefore, there must be some reasons behind their usage. There must be something more than just what the words mean; an additional implied meaning. Griceans‘ explanation for such expressions is that they trigger a kind of conversational implicature called tautology implicatures (cited in Davis, 1998). Tautology implicatures arise from violations of the maxim of quantity. By using tautologies, speakers give less information than is required; as a result of this obvious violation of quantity at the level of what is said conversational implicatures are generated (Davis, 1998). To sum up, one can say that tautology is repetition of words, phrases or ideas that apparently seem to be unnecessary, but since their use by a speaker means that the speaker intends to communicate more than what he says, they give rise to a sort of implicature called tautology implicature. For example: (15) President Obama: Rape is rape. And the idea that we should be parsing and qualifying and slicing what types of rape we‘re talking about doesn‘t make sense to the American people (August 20, 2012) from: http://www.whitehouse.gov [Accessed on May 8, 2014] President Obama could mean that every type of rape is as bad as others. That is, it does not matter which type of rape it is, because they are all bad. Another example is:



(16) Q (by Julianna Goldman): So you technically are willing to negotiate? President Obama: No, Julianna, look, this is pretty straightforward. Either Congress pays its bills or it doesn't. (January 14, 2013) http://www.whitehouse.gov [Accessed on May 6, 2014]



Here, the topic is about the debt ceiling, and the negotiations between the president, Congress and the Republicans. The use of the tautology implicature, by Obama, means it does not need to be negotiated.



3.4.5 Metaphorical Implicatures A standard definition of metaphor is ―a figure of speech in which a word or phrase denoting one kind of object or idea is used in place of another in order to suggest similarity between them‖ (Searle, 1979b p.413). In the framework of Grice‘s theory, metaphor is treated as a type of conversational implicature (Levinson, 1983 p.34) Searle also suggests that the implicatures involved in metaphor are best understood as ―indeterminate implicatures‖ by which it is meant that these types do not satisfy determinacy requirement, and they are said to be ―open‖ in observing the cooperative principle (Davis, 1998). Metaphors are said to be indeterminate implicatures in that they are generated by non-observing the cooperative principle. For Searle (1979b), with metaphors the speaker means something different from what the sentence literally means. Although Searle classifies metaphors as a type of speech acts indirect speech act can also be considered as a type of implicature. And, Searle‘s clarification is not contrary to the definition of implicatures: Strictly speaking, whenever we talk about the metaphorical meaning of a word, expression, or sentence, we are talking about what a speaker might utter it to mean, in a way that departs from what the word, expression, or sentence actually means. We are, therefore, talking about possible speaker‘s intentions (Searle, 1979b p.77).



The important feature of such arguments to note is that by using metaphors a speaker says something but actually means something else. For this reason, they are typical examples of more being communicated than said. The following is an example of metaphorical implicature: (17) Q (by Julianna Goldman): Europe has been kicking the can down the road for years, so why are you any more convinced that we won't see another 3-month fix emerge out of Brussels at the end of the month? President Obama: ... Resolving the issues in Europe is difficult. As I said, there are a lot of players involved. There are a lot of complexities to the problems, because we're talking about the problems of a bunch of different countries at this point. Changing market psychology is very difficult. But the tools are available. The sense of urgency among the leaders is clear. And so what we have to do is combine that sense of urgency with the tools that are available and bridge them in a timely fashion that can provide markets confidence. And I think that can be done. (June 19, 2012) from: http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu [Accessed on June 22, 2014]



―Kicking the can down the road‖ is a metaphor. It means to delay a decision in the hope that the problem or issue will go away or somebody else will make the decision later (Hill, 2012). At that context, the journalist means that the European countries are delaying to improve the economic status and to create new jobs. He has said that metaphorically. The president, who is responsible to answer that question, as well as the audience need to work out and infer the implied meaning behind the metaphor. The journalist wants to know why Obama is waiting for Europe; in response, the president implies that he will wait for Europe since he thinks the European leaders have the sense of urgency, so they will work together. He also speaks metaphorically when he says they have to ―combine that sense of urgency with the tools‖. It is just metaphor according to which combining ―sense‖ with ―tools‖ make sense. Obama tries to create a positive image of the situation; he means the European leaders, as well as himself, have to work together and keep in mind the need for quick thought and action to finish out what he terms ‗complex problems‘. From the above uses of metaphors, one can obtain that they are clear examples of communicating more than what is actually said. Consequently, one can claim that metaphors do



not just give rise to implicatures, but they are implicatures by themselves. To give another example: (18) Q (by Ben Feller): Thank you, Mr. President. I'd like to ask you about the other serious issue consuming this town right now, the fiscal cliff. President Obama: Right. Q: Haven't you betrayed some of the voters who supported you in the election by changing your positions on who should get a tax increase and then by including Social Security benefits now in this mix? And more broadly, there seems to be a deepening sense that negotiations aren't going very well right now. Can you give us a candid update? Are we likely to go over the cliff? (December 19, 2012) http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu [Accessed on June 5, 2014]



The word cliff means ―a high area of rock with a very steep side, often on a coast‖ (Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary), but in the example above it is used with ―fiscal‖ related to public money and taxes. So, here the unfavourable properties of cliff are used; ―Fiscal cliff‖ is a buzzword used to describe the dilemma US faced at the end of 2012. It refers to the expiry of tax breaks and the introduction of tax increases and spending cuts that were due at the end of 2012, the accumulation of which were expected to push the US back into recession (Financial Times Lexicon, 2014). What the journalist implies is that there is a serious financial problem, especially about the tax increases, metaphorically a cliff. He asks whether US can go over the cliff and change the situation to another with positive results.



Table (3) below gives a number of examples in which metaphorical implicatures are used by both US president Barack Obama and the journalists during the PCs. When using such metaphors, they imply some meaning, and they presuppose hearers have enough prior knowledge to form the right inference. It is necessary to say that the examples are not the whole implicatures used in the PCs, as they are a few among many. The metaphors are underlined; their metaphorical meanings as well as possible inferences of their implied meanings are presented:



No.



1.



Metaphorical Implicatures in the Press Conferences President Obama: We don‘t want that genie out of the bottle.



The Meaning of the Metaphors



to allow something bad or unwanted to happen which cannot then be stopped



(April 30, 2013) http://blogs.wsj.com



[Accessed on May 1, 2014]



(Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary, 2008)



Possible inferences of their implied meanings in the Press Conferences The context is using chemical weapons by Assad regime and US action against that, Obama means: -Actions against Syria may lead to dangerous outcomes as Syria has the potential to kill a larger number of people, so they need to make the right decision based on facts.



2.



Q (by Jake Tapper): I'm wondering if you could comment on the recent spate of green-onblue incidents in Afghanistan. (August 20, 2012) http://www.whitehouse.gov



Attacks made by Afghan forces on US military, although they are regarded as neutral, allies and friends. (Foreman, 2012)



- If Afghans are regarded as friends so what about such attacks?



[Accessed on May 8, 2014]



3.



President Obama: We put a grandfather clause into the law but it was insufficient. ( November 14, 2013)



Exempts employees or other persons from being subject to new rules that are taking place. (Political Metaphors, 2013)



http://www.nytimes.com



[Accessed on May 1, 2014]



4.



President Obama: the more the average American who already has health insurance sees that it‘s actually not affecting them in an adverse way, then it becomes less of a political football -- which is where I want it to be. This shouldn‘t be a political football. (April 17, 2014) http://www.whitehouse.gov [Accessed on 4/29/2014]



The journalist asks Obama to talk about the attacks made by some Afghans. It can be inferred from the question that:



a problem that politicians from different parties argue about and try to use in order to get an advantage for themselves (Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary, 2008)



Context: Obamacare: -They have tried to excuse some from the new law about taxes and health insurance conditions, but it did not work well. Context: Obamacare -Affordable health care is a plan that is for everyone, and this plan should not be used for a special group‘s interests.



5.



President Obama: I can‘t afford a white wash.



Covering up the truth about Context: challenges in something. Afghanistan. President Obama implies (May 21, 2012) (Political Metaphors, 2013) that:



http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office



[Accessed on May 22, 2014]



-he has told the responsible officers that he wants to know the truth and reality of the situation in Afghanistan, he does not want them to hide the truth in order to make him accept and approve it.



Table (3) Some Metaphorical Implicatures used in US Press conferences and their metaphorical and possible inferences.



3.4.6 Presuppositional implicatures Presupposition is ―an assumption implicitly made by speakers and listeners which is necessary for the correct interpretation of an utterance‖ (Finch, 2003 p.237). Speakers most often use presuppositions as a way of communication, in which they do not state explicitly what they intend their hearers to know. Givon (1979 p.50 cited in Brown and Yule, 1983 p. 29) defines presupposition in terms of ―assumptions the speaker makes about what the hearer is likely to accept without challenge‖. That is, when a speaker wants to make his/her hearer agree and approve something; s/he may imply that content within his/her utterance. This example illustrates the idea: (19) Q (by Chuck Todd): Why do you keep — just curious, why does Senator Baucus, somebody who extensively helped write your bill, believe that this is going to be a train wreck? And why do you believe he‘s wrong? President Obama: I think that any time you‘re implementing something big, there is going to be people who are nervous and anxious about is it going to get done until it‘s actually done…… And for the 85 to 90 percent of Americans who already have health insurance….. So all the implementation issues that are coming up are implementation issues related to that small group of people, 10 to 15 percent of Americans…. But I think the main message I want to give to the American people here is despite all the hue and cry and, you know, sky-is- falling predictions about this stuff…. even if we do everything perfectly, there‘ll still be, you know, glitches and



bumps, and there‘ll be stories that can be written that says, oh, look, this thing‘s, you know, not working the way it‘s supposed to, and this happened and that happened. And that‘s pretty much true of every government program that‘s ever been set up…. But if we stay with it and we understand what our long-term objective is… (April 30, 2013) from: http://blogs.wsj.com [Accessed on May 1, 2014] All the underlined sentences in the question part, of the above extract, are presuppositions; they are loaded with assumptions the journalist aims to make president Obama accept them. The assumption is that Senator Baucus, a Democrat, has described the implementation of Obamacare as a ―train wreck‖. Baucus stated this phrase ―train wreck‖ on April 17, 2013 when he was talking about Obamacare ―I just see a huge train wreck coming down‖ (Weigel, 2013). By this, he means that with insufficient awareness, the implementation is going to face failure (ibid). The journalist in the question above wants Obama to admit and somehow to confess that there are problems in the implementation of the program and it may face failure as his friends from Democratic Party have already admitted. Although, it has not been explicitly stated but it can be inferred from the last sentence of the journalist‘s question that Obama believes Baucus is wrong. This is an example of presupposition that the journalist implicitly conveys.



Similarly, president Obama speaks implicitly; in his answer he does not state what he believes or thinks about Baucus‘s opinion. But rather he implies that Baucus is from those who are nervous and anxious about the implementation but it will be done. One can infer from his words that he tries to show a positive side of the plan; he says that most of the plan has been set up and most of the people have health insurance now. The problem is only with a small group of people. Another piece of presupposed information, which president Obama assumes to be true, is that there is a public anger or disapproval, ―despite all the hue and cry‖, and they do not do



everything perfectly ―even if we do everything perfectly‖. But he is going to stay with it which is from their objectives. He wants the public to believe in it and to accept it to be true.



To sum up, in the extract above both the journalist and president Obama use presuppositional implicatures as a strategy to make their hearers accept what they believe is true without stating it explicitly. Similarly, in the following example the journalist tries to make president Obama accept an assumption. Therefore, he uses a presupposition:



(20) Q (by Chuck Todd): Can you get -- can you get stuff done with Russia, big stuff done, without having a good personal relationship with Putin? President Obama: I don't have a bad personal relation with Putin. When we have conversations, they're candid. They're blunt. Oftentimes, they're constructive. I know the press likes to focus on body language, and he's got that kind of slouch, looking like the bored kid in the back of the classroom. But the truth is is that when we're in conversations together, oftentimes it's very productive. (August 9, 2013) http://transcripts.cnn.com [Accessed on March 15, 2014] In the question, the journalist wants to approve that Obama does not have a good relationship with Putin. He wants to make president Obama admit that. Therefore, he uses presupposion as a strategy to communicate intentions implicitly. With no surprise, president Obama infers the journalist‘s intention, so he answers ―I don't have a bad personal relation with Putin‖.



3.4.7 Indirect Speech Acts People often say things indirectly. They say something that is quite different from the literal meaning of the sentences (Paltridge, 2006); such cases are described as indirect speech acts. As Searle (1979b) points out, an indirect speech act is an act that is performed by another. Cases when there is not direct relation between the structure and communicative function are termed as ‗indirect speech acts‘ (Yule 1996, 2010). The meaning of indirect speech acts can be achieved by



relying on ―mutually shared background information, both linguistic and nonlinguistic, together with the general powers of rationality and inference on the part of the hearer‖ (Searle, 1975b p.60). At the same time, implicatures mean conveying something more than what is actually said. Therefore, indirect speech acts as Tsuda (1993 p.73) points out can be considered as a type of implicature. In this type of implicature, a speaker implies an illocutionary force in a form that does not match it. For example:



(21) Q (by Jonathan Carl): If I can ask in the interest of transparency, can you tell us about these drone strikes we've seen over the last couple of weeks in Yemen? President Obama: Core Al Qaida is on its heels, has been decimated….Al Qaida and other extremists have metastasized into regional groups that can pose significant dangers…. I'm not going to discuss specific operations that have taken place. (August 9, 2013) http://transcripts.cnn.com [Accessed on March 15, 2014]



In the extract above, the underlined question of the journalist ―if I can ask‖ is an indirect speech act; he does not refer to his ability, rather it is asking for permission in an indirect way. That is, the journalist implies an illocutionary force of requesting. He also says ―can you tell us…?‖. In this, he does not mean to ask about Obama‘s ability of telling about the strikes in Yemen, but it is also a request to access information. That is, the act of requesting is performed through the act of questioning.



Moreover, Leech (1983) argues that hearers often need to look for a deeper or implied meaning to determine the force, as the form does not always tell the truth; in such cases, the utterances have nothing, or do not match with what they stand for. To deal with such cases, Morgan (1977 p.34) developed the notion of ‗short-circuited implicature‘; by this notion, he means that examples of indirect speech acts, such as ―can you pass the salad?‖ become ―common knowledge‖ and they convey implicature, but ―inference of the implicature is short-circuited;



armed with this common knowledge‖. He means they work just like conventional implicatures in that they will become context-independent. However, this analogy works for indirect speech acts after they become a convention; the majority can be explained within the framework of conversational implicature, that process by which speakers mean more than what they say.



According to Yule (1996, 2010), whenever one of the structures in the set (interrogative, imperative and declarative) is used to perform a function other than the one listed respectively in (question (Command), request and statement), the result is an indirect speech act. In other words, whenever an interrogative sentence is used to function other than questioning, it results in an indirect speech act and so forth. On these bases, implicatures generated from indirect speech acts can be classified into the three speech act categories.



3.4.7.1 Question Implicatures Question implicatures arise due to using a declarative sentence for the purpose of finding out information. In such cases, the speaker intends to get information from someone without asking any question explicitly. As Mahmood (2014 p.3) shows in indirect speech acts a speaker ―implies a question or an inquiry through his statement, and the hearer infers the question from the statement‖. Such as in: (22) Q (by Zach Goldfarb): Just to make it 100 percent clear, you‘d sign a budget that continues to fund the government even at the lower levels of the sequester, even if you don't prefer to do that. President Obama: Zach, I‘m not going to -- I never want to make myself 100 percent clear with you guys. (Laughter.)… But I think it‘s fair to say that I made a deal for a certain budget, certain numbers. There‘s no reason why that deal needs to be reopened. It was a deal that Speaker Boehner made as well, and all the leadership made. And if the bill that arrives on my desk is reflective of the commitments that we‘ve previously made, then obviously I would sign it because I want to make sure that we keep on doing what we need to do for the American people.



(March 1, 2013) from: http://www.news-gazette.com [Accessed on May 6, 2014] As can be seen from the above example, the journalist is implicitly asking president Obama whether he is going to sign the budget or not, at a time when he does not prefer to do so because of certain reasons related to ―the sequester‖. The sequester is explained by White House Blog as the harmful automatic, arbitrary and across the board budget cuts that started to take effect in 2013, after Congress has not compromised on a law that they have passed in 2011. What is important here is that the journalist is asking for information from president Obama, but in a declarative sentence, this is what one can refer to as question implicature. The inference on the part of Obama proves this; he has not been addressed any explicit question but he answers: ―never want to make myself 100 percent clear with you guys‖ and then says: ―obviously I would sign it.‖ This means he has inferred the question.



3.4.7.2 Request Implicatures These happen when someone tries to get or to direct people to do something, but in an interrogative sentence rather than an imperative one especially when a yes/no question is used. Speakers can manage to convey a request by asking a yes/no question. Request implicatures do not have the grammatical properties of direct requests like pre-verbal please, i.e. using a sentence with the literal meaning of a yes/no question to mean a request (Morgan, 1977). Examples of these are very common in everyday language for instance when someone says ―can you open the door?‖ s/he does not mean to ask about the hearer‘s ability rather it is a request. The following example from US presidential PCs works in the same way:



(23) Q (by Jessica): Are you getting all the intelligence and information you need from the Russians? And should Americans be worried when they go to big public events now?



(April 30, 2013) from: http://blogs.wsj.com [Accessed on May 1, 2014] In the example above, the journalist asks two yes/no questions, but she does not mean the literal meaning, rather it is an implicit request for Obama to provide information or ―verifying a proposition‖ about the case (Mahmood, 2014), and it seems that president Obama has inferred the journalist‘s intention because the answer of the literal meaning of the question is either Yes, I am or No, I am not for the first and Yes, they should or No, they should not., but instead of that he gives a lengthy explanation. The following is part of the answer: (24) President Obama: The Russians have been very cooperative with us since the — since the Boston bombing. You know, obviously, old habits die hard. There are still suspicions sometimes between our intelligence and law enforcement agencies that date back 10, 20, 30 years, back to the Cold War. But they‘re continually improving…. We are not going to stop living our lives because warped, twisted individuals try to intimidate us. We‘re going to do what we do, which is go to work, raise our kids, go to ball games, run in marathons. (April 30, 2013) http://blogs.wsj.com [Accessed on May 1, 2014] In the whole answer neither yes nor no has been used, instead of the two short answers, he gives that long answer; this shows that he inferred the request that he has been implicitly directed to explain the case. This is in line with the goals for holding a press conference which are used to provide public with information about issues and government efforts to solve what is going on. In the explanation, one can infer what Obama has implicitly said about the situation and the relations between US and Russia as well as the people in US, especially in the underlined sentences. It can be inferred that although there are long lasting issues between the two countries, he is hopeful that he sees improvements. Another inference is that people should not be intimidated and should not stop their usual and normal way of living even if there would be fears or worries, because they are going to do whatever they can. With this, he is trying to raise hope that everything is going to be controlled. Furthermore, most if not all of the questions addressed



to president Obama during his PCs are suchlike; they do not seek a yes/no response, but they are requests from the journalists for providing information and details to the public from their leader.



3.4.7.3 Statement Implicatures Statements are typically expressed by a declarative sentence, but in some specific cases such as assertion, interrogative sentences perform this function. Such interrogative sentences can be called statement implicatures. Despite having a form of question, they do not seek an. For example, when someone asks a question that everyone can answer, or when the answer is so clear that does not need any reply from the hearer. Such questions imply an assertion or a statement. In the following extract from the corpora, Obama uses an interrogative sentence in this way:



(25) President Obama: So what more do you think I should do? Okay, I just wanted to clarify. (Laughter.) Because if people have a suggestion, I'm happy to -- this is a room full of smart folks. (March 1, 2013) from: http://www.news-gazette.com [Accessed on May 6, 2014] In that PC, Obama is not in a position to be answered and no one is required to reply. Therefore, the use of interrogative form is an implicature; he implies that he has done too much.
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3.5 Reasons for Using Implicature People often do not say just what they mean; they imply their intentions within implicatures, and they often have reasons and motivations for generating implicatures. Such reasons prominently include:



1. Economy of Language: People use implicatures to make their language more economical than otherwise; implicatures allow speakers to use a few words to convey what they mean. At such times, the hearers need to make use of context for the inference-formation process (Grundy, 2000). This is illustrated in: (26) Q (Jake Tapper): I'm wondering if you could comment on the recent spate of greenon-blue incidents in Afghanistan, what is being done about it. (August 20, 2012) http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office [Accessed on May 8, 2014]



The journalist uses a metaphorical implicature; he surely does not mean the attacks are either green or blue. The statement here is used instead of a long statement about some specific attacks in Afghanistan. By green-on-blue attacks, he means that the attacks are made by forces regarded as neutral, allies and friends.



2. Tentativeness: Implicatures are those intentions that are conveyed but not stated. Therefore, they can be used as a strategy for hiding speaker‘s uncertainties. Using implicatures allow speakers to get rid of giving absolute opinions or statements about a situation. If you say something tentatively, you say it in an uncertain way. For example in (27), Obama talks about the situation in Iraq. He implies that Iranian leaders seem to be cooperative after they have been warned not to step and not to encourage sectarian splits that cause civil war inside Iraq. Consider: (27) President Obama: Well, you know, I think that just as Iraq‘s leaders have to make decisions, I think Iran has heard from us, we‘ve indicated to them that it is important



for them to avoid steps that might encourage the kind of sectarian splits that might lead to civil war. (June 20, 2014) http://www.washingtonpost.com [Accessed on June 20, 2014] 3. Solidarity: Sometimes, implicatures are used to reinforce solidarity. When both the speaker and the hearer, but not a third participant, can have access to the meaning of an implicature because of the shared knowledge, it shows the solidarity and agreement between the speaker and the hearer against the other people (Grundy, 2000). It is worth mentioning that such implicatures could not be found in the data of this study. 4. Avoiding Explicitness: Implicatures are also used as a strategy to avoid explicitness. Speakers often use implicatures when they do not want to express their intentions straightforwardly due to various reasons, such as personal, political etc. (Tsuda, 1993 p. 73). An example for this could be: (28) Q (by John Karl): It's been a tough year. You may not want to call it the worst year of your presidency, but it's clearly been a tough year.... what do you think has been your biggest mistake? President Obama: Well, there's no doubt that -- that when it -- when it came to the health care rollout, even though I was meeting every other week or every three weeks with folks and emphasizing how important it was that consumers had a good experience, an easy experience in getting the information they need and knowing what the choices and options were for them to be able to get high-quality, affordable health care, the fact is it didn't happen in the first month, the first six weeks, in a way that was at all acceptable. And since I'm in charge, obviously, we screwed it up. (December 20, 2013) from: http://www.washingtonpost.com [Accessed on 5/1/2014] In the example above, although the journalist asks a fairly explicit question, one cannot see such an explicit answer in return. So here, being implicit is due to avoiding explicitness.



5. Avoiding Confrontation: Sometimes, when speakers know if they speak explicitly and clearly there will be an unwanted or undesirable argument, they try to imply their intentions. Use of implicatures is one way through which people try to make their statement accepted. In this way, hearers may accept the speakers‘ opinions without challenge. An example is: (29) Q (by Jeff Mason): Did President Putin of Russia indicate any desire on Russia's part for Asad to step down or to leave power? And did you make any tangible progress in your meetings with him or with Chinese President Hu in finding a way to stop the bloodshed there? President Obama: anybody who's seen scenes of what's happening in Syria I think recognizes that the violence is completely out of hand.... Now, that doesn't mean that that process of political transition is easy. And there's no doubt that Russia, which historically has had a relationship with Syria, as well as China, which is generally wary of commenting on what it considers to be the internal affairs of other countries, are and have been more resistant to applying the kind of pressure that's necessary to achieve that political transition. (June 19, 2012) from: http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu [Accessed on June 22, 2014] From Obama‘s response, in the example above, one can infer that he does not see any hope in his negotiations with Russia and China about taking actions against Assad regime in Syria. But, he does not say this explicitly, rather he generates an implicature. The good point is that Obama can deny what he means. The implied meaning can be cancelled, and the implicature might save him from confrontation.



6. Attracting Attention: When speakers want to make their speech more interesting or when they want to catch the hearers‘ interest about what they say, they might use implicatures, as inference-formation of an implicature requires more efforts than an explicit statement, only if the participants do not share the same cognitive environment. That is, more efforts are required on the part of the hearer; therefore, the speech seems to be tricky and more interesting in a way it keeps the hearer‘s attention. The following example illustrates this:



(30) President Obama: What would violate my commitment to voters is if I ended up agreeing to a plan that put more of the burden on middle class families and less of a burden on the wealthy in an effort to reduce our deficit. That's not something I'm going to do. (December 19, 2012) from: http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu [Accessed on June 5, 2014]



Here, the issue is about the tax rates for which Speaker Boehner proposed what he calls plan B. At the same time, president Obama has his own proposal. In the extract above, he tries to catch the interest of the public towards his proposal and gives reasons for rejecting Speaker Boehner‘s plan, as for the sake of the people. What can be inferred is that Speaker Boehner‘s plan puts more burden on middle class, rather than the wealthy people. That is why, he does not agree with that plan.



7. Decreasing Force: To decrease the force of a message communicated, especially in commands and requests, speakers often use implicatures which make it easier for the hearer to refuse. Cruse (2006 p.363) points out that ―implicatures are inherently weaker than explicatures, so the impositive force is weaker, and a refusal by the hearer would be less impolite‖. An example of this can be found in (32), in which the underlined sentence is an implicature; Obama means that whenever Republicans negotiate with him, it hurts their benefits, and they have seen the results in the elections. So, it is better for them to agree and vote for the budget. (31) President Obama: I recognize that there's some House members -- Republican House members where I got clobbered in the last election. And you know, they don't get politically rewarded a lot for being seen as negotiating with me. And that makes it harder for divided government to come together. (October 8, 2013) from: http://www.washingtonpost.com [Accessed on March 14, 2014] 8. Politeness:



Politeness is a genuine desire to be friendly and pleasant to others. It includes all the forms of polite behaviour; polite language usage is one of them: ―politeness is the ability to please others through one‘s external actions (e.g. through one‘s language usage)‖ (Watts, 2003 p.39). To achieve a variety of goals such as promoting or maintaining harmonious relations, a speaker employs a series of strategies such as minimizing the expression of beliefs that express disagreement and dispraise to others, and maximizing expressions of benefit to others. Politeness has also been studied in relation to the concept of ―face‖ by Goffman; face means ―good reputation‖ or ―good name‖ (ibid). It is the self public image, so for a speaker to be polite is to maintain face (Watts, 2003). As a strategy of being polite in conversation, particularly when conveying an idea which explicitly works as a face threatening act, people employ both conversational and conventional implicatures in order to keep face. Cruse (2006 p.363) suggests that ―a great part of politeness comes across in the form of implicatures‖; Papi (2009 p.155) terms such implicatures as ―politeness implicatures‖. When talking about the four maxims of conversation, Grice (1975 cited in Chapman, 2011 p.132) says there are other sorts of maxims observed by participants in talk exchange such as ―be polite‖ and these may generate nonconventional implicatures. Searle (1975 p. 36 in Chapman, 2011 p.132) also suggests that ―in directives, politeness is the chief motivation for indirectness‖. Since indirectness can be considered as a type of implicature and it means saying something but intending something else, therefore, politeness is another motivation for using implicatures.



3.6 Inferensing vs. Decoding The process of communication involves transferring meaning from the speaker through expressing (implying) intentions to the hearer and understanding and comprehending that meaning by the hearer. As mentioned above, the speaker‘s part is to convey meaning; this meaning is conveyed either explicitly (when his/her intention is equal with the literal meaning) or implicitly (when s/he means more than what s/he states). The hearer‘s part of the process is to recognize the intended meaning. To explain this process two different models have been postulated: code model and inferential model.



3.6.1 The Code Model The code model of communication is popular from the time of Aristotle; it ―is based on a theory of encoding, transmission through a channel, and decoding‖. This model assumes that the speaker and the hearer share not only a common language but a common context (Byrne, 1992 p.22). The code model claims that ―a communicator encodes his intended message into a signal, which is decoded by the audience using an identical copy of the code‖ (Wilson and Sperber, 2004 p.249). This model only works when the hearer decodes what has been said by the speaker, such as in the example below where the journalist seems to have decoded Obama‘s speech: (32) President Obama: Above all, Iraqi leaders must rise above their differences and come together around a political plan for Iraq‘s future. Shia, Sunni, Kurds, all Iraqis must have confidence that they can advance their interests and aspirations through the political process rather than through violence. Q (by Colleen McCain Nelson): you said that it‘s a time to rise above differences, that there‘s a need for more inclusive government. (June 20, 2014) from: http://www.washingtonpost.com [Accessed on June 20, 2014]



Unsurprisingly, this does not happen all the time. As this model would seem to allow only for the recovery of the semantic meaning of a sentence (Byrne, 1992), it has no role for intention and pragmatic meaning at all because pragmatic meaning always involves contextual knowledge. Therefore, this model is widely rejected outside of linguistics and also often within linguistics (Mann, 2003).



3.6.2 The Inferential Model The inferential model, developed by Grice (1989 cited in Wilson and Sperber, 2004 p.206), claims that communicators provide evidence of their intention to convey a certain meaning, which is inferred by the hearers on the basis of the evidence provided. Inferential model or ostensive-inferential model, as called by Sperber and Wilson (2004), works according to the cooperative principle, and best works to explain how hearers understand implicatures as code model works best to explain how explicatures work (ibid). This model argues that the process of interpreting a message by the hearer is far more complex than just decoding (Regotti and Greco, 2006). One clear evidence to support this idea is the inference of conversational implicatures by the hearers; conversational implicatures cannot be inferred only by decoding what the speaker has said, such as in: (33)



Q (by Mark Landers): What specifically do you plan to do in a second term to tackle the issue of climate change? President Obama: I am a firm believer that climate change is real, that it is impacted by human behavior and carbon emissions. And as a consequence, I think we've got an obligation to future generations to do something about it. (November 14, 2012) http://www.presidency.ucsb.edufrom: [Accessed on May 1, 2014]



If you just decode Obama‘s response in the above extract, it simply means that he knows climate change is real, and it is affected by humans. Therefore, there should be some action to stop or lessen it. However, just decoding, here, is not enough as what the words mean is not the answer



of the journalist‘s question; there is another implied meaning behind his words. The hearers need a more complex process than just decoding. That response shows that broad action on climate probably is not very high up on the priority list at the moment, and there is not an immediate plan to tackle it. However, what can be claimed is that communication involves linguistic coding and decoding, but linguistic meaning is just a part of evidence that would help a hearer to infer what the speaker means. Therefore, linguistic codes are neither irrelevant nor enough for the process of inference-formation on the part of the hearer. In other words, within this complex form of communication, decoding processes are considered a piece of evidence from which the hearer can infer the speaker‘s intentions. As a result, ―the semiotic component becomes subservient to the inferential process‖ (Regotti and Greco 2006 p.86). In order to show how communication and the process of inference-formation involve both linguistic and contextual knowledge, it is better to be tackled according to a theory, proposed by Sperber and Wilson, called ‗Relevance Theory‘.



3.6.3 A Relevance Based Model Neither of the two other models or approaches can explain how hearers can simultaneously infer both implicatures and explicatures. For such reasons and to show that communication does not always work according to the cooperative principle and maxims, Sperber and Wilson proposed Relevance Theory (henceforth RT) (Regotti and Greco 2006 p.86) also known as postGricean theory. It is primarily about how people get implications from an utterance by inferring it in a cognitive context (He Ziran, 2006 in Bai and Chen, 2010). As Bai and Chen (2010) argue it can be said that inference is the core of RT. One of the central claims of RT is that ―there is a wide gap between the (coded) sentence meaning and the (inferred) speaker‘s meaning, which has



to be filled inferentially (Yus, 2006 p.854). From a RT perspective, pragmatic inference is ―just as important in determining what is explicitly communicated as in determining what is implicitly communicated‖ (Chapman, 2011 p.104). According to RT, hearers try to achieve the ―optimal relevance‖; to infer is to search for relevance (Bai and Chen, 2010 p. 47). For example: (34) Q (by Stephen Kalitz): Did the capture of Mr. Libi comply with international law? President Obama: We know that Mr. al-Libi planned and helped to execute a plot that killed hundreds of people, a whole lot of Americans. And we have strong evidence of that. And he will be brought to justice. (October 8, 2013) from http://www.washingtonpost.com [Accessed on 3/14/2014] Literally, president Obama‘s answer is irrelevant with the journalist‘s question, because the expected answer is ―yes‖ or ―no‖. It is obvious that president Obama does not answer the journalist‘s question explicitly. According to the RT, to grasp the implied meaning, some relevance must be established. Therefore, from what Obama has said, the following inferences can be formed: 1. It is true that they have captured Mr. Libi. 2. They have captured Mr. Libi because he is suspected, and it is not without enough evidence. 3. To capture any one that plans or helps to execute a plot complies with international law. 4. The capture of Mr. Libi complies with international law. In this way, one can achieve the optimal relevance and well understand what a speaker means. Therefore, one can suggest that the processes of decoding and inference-formation are complementary rather than contrary as decoding is a step of the process of inference-formation, i.e. inference-formation depends on contextual evidence including linguistic context. In other words, decoding of the linguistic expressions is a part of the process of inference formation, as they work as well as other evidence such as situational context and shared knowledge for the hearer in recognizing the speaker‘s intention. This can be presented in the following example:



(35) Q (by Julie): How much responsibility do you feel like you bear for these cuts taking effect? President Obama: what doesn't make sense -- and the only thing that we've seen from Republicans so far in terms of proposals -- is to replace this set of arbitrary cuts with even worse arbitrary cuts. That's not going to help the economy. That's not going to help growth. That's not going to create jobs. And as a number of economists have noted, ironically, it doesn't even reduce our deficit in the smartest way possible or the fastest way possible. But what is true right now is that the Republicans have made a choice that maintaining an ironclad rule that we will not accept an extra dime‘s worth of revenue makes it very difficult for us to get any larger comprehensive deal. And that's a choice they're making. They're saying that it's more important to preserve these tax loopholes than it is to prevent these arbitrary cuts. Q (by Julie): It sounds like you're saying that this is a Republican problem and not one that you bear any responsibility for. (March 1, 2013) from: http://www.news-gazette.com [Accessed on May 6, 2014] In the above text, the journalist asks president Obama about budget cuts that start to take effect on the same day of that PC, and Obama‘s responsibility concerning the cuts. President Obama in his speech implies that it is Republicans‘ suggestion and proposal. He states that they even want more cuts, and he does not like it in this way since he knows that this proposal cannot solve the problem. It will not help the economy growth. He thinks it is not right, as it will not help the middle-class. However, that is a choice of Republicans, he still hopes they will be successful for the sake of their country, and he says we need to work altogether to get recovered from the issue. From that speech, the journalist infers the implied meaning of Obama‘s speech. She says ―it sounds like you're saying that this is a Republican problem and not one that you bear any responsibility for‖. The journalist‘s inference is based on both the contextual evidence as well as Obama‘s words. She decodes the speech as the words meanings are also part of the process of inference-formation. Thus, decoding is not something far from inference-formation; it is a part of it.



3.7 Incorrect Inferences



The concept of pragmatic inference by hearers means to infer what is behind the speaker‘s utterance and to grasp the communicative intention of the speaker in communication. Though, this process, is mostly subconsciously done, still the hearers may sometimes fail to get the real intended meaning of the speaker‘s utterance (Bai and Chen, 2010). This may be due to various reasons; Bai and Chen (2010 p.45) have listed a number of reasons such as: 1. 2. 3. 4.



Lack of informative clues Lack of background knowledge Misuse of language economy The listeners‘ incompetence in comprehending and inferring



However, most of the items of the list can easily be rejected, at least with respect to the data of the press conferences. Regarding point (2) and (4), when the president gives speech, there could be misunderstandings and incorrect inferences on the part of the hearers (the public), but it is beyond the limits of this study to work on the participants outside of the direct situation of the PCs. Nonetheless, during the press conferences, some of the journalists ask the president to give more information of what he has just said earlier in the same PC. This might sometimes be due to failing to infer what the president means, or expecting inference failure by the audience or the public. For example, in the extract below a journalist asks the same question repeatedly: (36) Q (by Chuck Todd): As you know, the Senate Democrats, Harry Reid sent you a letter begging you, essentially, to take -- consider some sort of executive action on this debt ceiling issue. I know you‘ve said you‘re not negotiating on it. The President: Well, Chuck, the issue here is whether or not America pays its bills. We are not a deadbeat nation. And so there‘s a very simple solution to this: Congress authorizes us to pay our bills. Q (by Chuck Todd): And if -- then if -- and you're not negotiating on the debt ceiling. The President: Yes. Q (by Chuck Todd): So you're not negotiating and they say you have to negotiate, and you're not considering another plan B, then do you just wait it out and we do go -- we do see all these things happen? The President: Well look, Chuck, there are -- there's a pretty straightforward way of doing this.



Q (Chuck Todd): No plan B? You're not searching for any other – The President: Chuck, what I‘m saying to you is that there is no simpler solution, no ready, credible solution, other than Congress either give me the authority to raise the debt ceiling. (January 14, 2013) http://www.whitehouse.gov [Accessed on May 6, 2014]



3.8 Methods of Inference-Formation As mentioned earlier, each of the types of implicature constitutes a type of inference. Conventional implicatures lead the hearers to infer utterance meanings as a matter of convention for that reason, they can be called conventional inferences. Scalar implicatures arise while using an expression from a scale that negates all other forms on the same scale. Choosing that expression leads the hearer to infer that all the expressions in the lower position are asserted, and the existence of all expressions higher in the scale is denied. This type can be called scalar inference, and so forth. Despite that, there are other typologies of methods of inference-formation. Although, Josephson and Philip (1994 cited in Levinson, 2000 p.42) argue that ―our understanding of the range of alternative inference methods is still too limited to permit a proper typology‖. Nevertheless, they classify inference methods into three types: deduction, induction, and abduction (ibid; Papi, 2009). It is worth mentioning that these three basic modes of inferencing have been handed down from philosophy and psychology.



3.8.1 Deductive Inferences According to Levinson (2000), deduction gives rise to conclusions by instantiation in a general law; deductive inferences are formed when a person goes beyond available evidence to



form a conclusion which always follows the stated premises, and if the premises are true, then what is inferred is true (Johnson and Philip, 1993). Moreover, for Douven (2011) ―in deductive inferences what is inferred is necessarily true if the premises from which it is inferred are true; that is, the truth of the premises guarantees the truth of the conclusion‖. This means that in deductive inferences the hearer has some general rules or principles on the basis of which s/he interprets the speaker‘s utterance and digs out for the intended meaning; hearers calculate utterances in accordance to some premises.



3.8.2 Inductive Interferences Induction, on the other hand, enables one to reach general conclusions from multiple observations of singular facts (Levinson, 2000); such inferences are made when a person goes beyond available evidence to form a conclusion. Inductive inferences are those inferences that are based purely on statistical data, such as observed frequencies of occurrences of a particular feature (Douven, 2011). In the case of inductive inferences, one cannot be sure that the conclusion is a logical result of the premises, but it is possible to assign a likelihood to each conclusion (Johnson and Philip, 1993).



3.8.3 Abductive Inferences Douven (2011) states that abduction is a type of inference that ―assigns special status to explanatory considerations‖. This type of inference is frequently employed, both in everyday and in scientific reasoning (Douven, 2011). Harman (1965, cited in Atlas 2005 p.13) describes abduction as the ―inference to the best explanation‖, or ―inference to the best interpretation‖.



Abductive inference‘s role is in determining what a speaker means by an utterance; specifically in decoding utterances as a matter of inferring the best explanation of why someone said what s/he said in the context in which the utterance is produced. For Douven (2011), Grice‘s maxims help hearers to work out the best explanation of a speaker‘s utterance; therefore, by observing the maxims of cooperative principle, hearers only need the abductive method of inferenceing. This means, according to the cooperative principle, the hearer only applies abduction. S/he believes that the speaker gives enough information in a clear and relevant way. However, most often this is not the case, as speakers generate all the kinds of implicatures. Therefore, by abduction alone hearers cannot always get the intended meaning. In summary, in abductive inference the hearer only relies on the speaker‘s utterance and infers the direct meaning of the speaker‘s words; for s/he believes that what is said is equal to what is intended; here what the hearer does is just decoding. It is interpreting an utterance literally without basing on proof.



(37) President Obama: I think people want to know that everybody has been playing by the same rules, including people who are seeking the highest office in the land. Q (by Chuck Todd): You said that one of the reasons you wanted to see Mitt Romney's tax returns was you want to see if everybody is playing by the same set of rules…. which is this implication, do you think there's something Mitt Romney is not telling us in his tax returns that indicates he's not playing by the same set of rules? (August 20, 2012) from: http://www.whitehouse.gov [Accessed on May 8, 2014] One can notice that, in the example above the inference that the journalist forms for Obama‘s speech is not formed only out of direct meaning of the Obama‘s utterance. He has based it on some other premises such as context and shared knowledge.



To sum up, forming inferences and reaching the right interpretation of the implicatures, requires decoding the utterances, as well as being aware of the background knowledge and the contextual clues. It could be observed that in the press conference participants generate implicatures for a number of reasons including: politeness, tentativeness, avoiding explicitness, avoiding confrontation, attracting attention and decreasing force.



CHAPTER FOUR AREAS OF SYNTAX-PRAGMATICS INTERFACE



4.1 Introduction This chapter is devoted to the investigations of syntax-pragmatics interface which ground the ultimate hypothesis of the thesis. The investigation is carried out by selecting some syntactic constructions, like the syntactic structure of clefts, dislocated constructions and few others. The examples are taken from the press conferences; with the purpose of examining the assumptions that these syntactic tools work as triggers from which implicatures are generated, and these constructions give rise to certain inferences on the part of the hearer that is surely different from their alternative simple sentences.



4.2 Areas of Syntax-Pragmatics Interface Speakers usually make choices of how to express themselves; it is a characteristic of language to provide speakers with alternate ways for expressing the same ideas and intentions (Brinton and Brinton, 2010). Part of the alternatives is determined by the arrangement of the words and phrases within sentences, i.e. syntax of a language. To put it another way, syntax provides options or alternate ways of saying the same propositional content. The choice could depend on contextual factors. Use of any option has pragmatic consequences and it is an important part of pragmatics to study how contextual factors influence the used form of language (ibid); this carries the term syntax-pragmatics interface. When talking about syntax-pragmatics interface, one is referring to syntactic constructions that convey pragmatic information about the beliefs of the speaker, beliefs about the world or about the propositional attitudes of the hearer, or about the context. These include a selection of syntactic categories that have been observed to have pragmatic values (Green 2007).



Syntax-pragmatics interface is a way to find why speakers use a certain form or structure of an utterance in a given context, and how pragmatic factors influence a speaker to organize sentence elements in a certain order to express their intentions. This is part of the study of information structure. In this study, information structure is helpful in finding the syntactic tools which have pragmatic values, i.e. it is helpful in finding areas of syntax-pragmatics interface. Information structure shows why there are different ways to express the same proposition; different ways that are truth conditionally equivalent. It shows that the variants are not felicitous in different contexts, and each conveys some non-truth conditional meaning. Any of the variants impose different constraints on the context in which they may appear. By structuring information in a certain way, the speaker leads the hearer in how to interpret and infer the intended meaning of an utterance (Mayol, 2007). In addition, Callies (2009) points out that there are different factors that influence speakers to organize their linguistic features through which they express propositional content in a certain way. Such factors are influenced by the pragmatic principles, according to which: An utterance must be relevant, and in both speech and writing speakers must indicate and justify why something really needs to be said or written down. They often want to highlight a certain part of the utterance to secure the interlocutor‘s attention and to signal that this is the most important piece of information (ibid, p.2). He also adds that there are various reasons for highlighting an element such as: emphasizing a certain point, correcting a misunderstanding, or repairing a communicative breakdown (Callies, 2009). Although, any construction can convey some pragmatic value, what have been focused on in English and some other languages are some marked syntactic means or constructions used to highlight information. Any of these constructions implies some meanings different from the



meaning of the unmarked corresponding sentences which lead to the generation of implicatures whose inference depends on the linguistic competence of the hearer. These constructions include cleft-constructions, dislocated elements, structural ambiguities, and passive constructions. To Callies (2009, p.53) marked syntactic devices mean ―syntactic patterns which diverge from the canonical word order‖ and they ―can be understood as discourse-motivated variations‖ Markedness is one of the central ideas in crosslinguistic research. However, the type of markedness mentioned here is structural markedness; it ―refers to the ordering of sentence constituents in comparison to the basic, unmarked word order‖ (ibid, p.54).



4.2.1 Cleft-Constructions Clefting (also called cleft-fronting) is a process in which a sentence involves word order changes; a word or a phrase is mostly fronted. Fronting means the movement of a word or a phrase to the front of a sentence to give it emphasis. Therefore, as Teschner and Evans (2007) point out, clefting is a way of expressing emphasis. Cleft constructions or sentences are grammatical devices that ―enable the user to select (within limits) which element of the sentence will be highlighted. The cleft sentence is divided into two main parts: an initial focal element, followed by a ―background‖ structure which resembles a relative clause‖ (Quirk et al. 1985 p.89). Clefts are marked, non-canonical constructions, in the sense that their ―propositional meaning‖ (Lambrecht, 1994 pp.22) can be equally expressed by an unmarked simple clause; however, the differences in the structure are not used randomly by the speakers: ―native speakers do not use linguistic structures randomly. They choose among several options to serve their communicative needs‖ (Callies, 2009 p.4).



Therefore, the differences of these constructions, compared to their canonical version, can be analyzed pragmatically. Such syntactic means or devices are described as informationhighlighting or information-focusing constructions (Callies, 2009); cleft constructions give greater prominence to one part of the sentence overothers, which is the clefted constituent. In English, the clefted constituent achieves this prominence by ―movement‖. The idea behind the term ‗movement‘ is that ―a phrase can occur in a ‗special‘ position in order to become more prominent in the sentence‖ (Evans and Green, 2006 p.493). Different constituents are able to occupy the focus position in clefts, for this reason a sentence can have more than one cleft version (Aarts, 2001). Example (1) shows how movement gives prominence to one element over others: (1) We have strategic interests in stability in the region. (June 20, 2014) http://www.washingtonpost.com [Accessed on June 20, 2014] (1) a. It is [NP we (US)] (who/that) have strategic interests in stability in the region. (1) b. It is [NP strategic interests] (that) we have in stability in the region. (1) c. It is [PP in stability in the region] (that) we have strategic interests.



In (1a) and (1b) the clefted constituents are noun phrases and in (1c) the clefted constituent is a prepositional phrase. Therefore, different elements can occupy focus position and be the clefted constituent. Moreover, Cleft-constructions are of three major types: it-clefts, wh-clefts, and reverse wh-clefts (also called th-clefts).



4.2.1.1 It-Clefts One of the types of cleft-constructions is called it-cleft which is a syntactic bi-clausal construction that expresses a simple proposition (Pavey, 2004); it is a marked sentence type, as



other types of clefts. It-cleft construction is a syntactic device used to give emphasis to an element or to make a constituent focus of a sentence. The English it-cleft consists of four parts (Byram, 2010): Cleft pronoun + copula + clefted constituent + cleft clause (or relative clause) (2) a. It is the appropriate strategy whereby we can achieve a stable Afghanistan. (May 21, 2012) http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office [Accessed on May 22, 2014]



(2) b. We can achieve a stable Afghanistan through an appropriate strategy. Example (2a) illustrates the cleft construction in which the subject noun phrase is used for the purpose of highlighting or focusing on the appropriate strategy, the clefted constituent, and (2b) is the canonical counterpart, i.e. the simple sentence. More importantly, this construction is not used by speakers at random. It is not simply an alternative for (2b), rather there is an intention that is implied behind using such constructions, and that helps the hearer to infer the implied meaning. The implicature that is generated from such constructions is ―exhaustivity‖. That is, ―the clefted constituent exhaustively lists all things from a contextually determined set of alternatives that could satisfy the relative clause‖ (Byram, 2010 p.1). This means that, in it-clefts the clefted constituent points out and determines the only possible alternative among other alternatives. In Pavey‘s words, it shows the ―all and only‖ alternative. At the same time, it emphasizes on that alternative (Pavey 2004, p.154). Therefore, in (2a) one can reasonably infer president Obama‘s intention of using such an implicature as:



1. It is the only appropriate strategy with which a stable Afghanistan can be achieved. And, 2. It is for sure appropriate. (he is emphasizing). Another example will make the idea clearer: (3) a. President Obama: It was a deal that Speaker Boehner made as well, and all the leadership made. (March 1, 2013) from: http://www.news-gazette.com [Accessed on May 6, 2014] (3) b. Speaker Boehner made a deal as well, and all the leadership made. The it-cleft in (3a) has put the phrase a deal which is an object in the simple clause to the front of the subject. Callies (2009 p.24) identifies this as a means of ―highlighting information‖ in English. One can note that this implicature is absent in (3b). Here, the context is signing the budget by the president. The emphasis is on the deal, president Obama is asserting that Speaker Boehner has also signed the deal. He implicitly says as the deal has been signed by Speaker Bohner, for that reason, he does not expect to see a bill different from what they have already agreed on. This means if ever there is a problem it will be with Speaker Bohner, and as he has accepted so there is no problem, as he adds: And if the bill that arrives on my desk is reflective of the commitments that we‘ve previously made, then obviously I would sign it because I want to make sure that we keep on doing what we need to do for the American people. (March 1, 2013) from: http://www.news-gazette.com [Accessed on May 6, 2014] One characteristic of conversational implicatures is their cancellability which is also a characteristic of exhaustive implicatures: ―cancelability is strong evidence that exhaustivity is a conversational implicature‖ (Byram, 2010 p.1). According to this characteristic, the implied meaning can be denied without contradiction; as a result president Obama can deny the possible inference formed for example (3a).



Moreover, such implicatures are not so frequent in the PCs of president Obama, compared to other types of clefts, which means he avoids giving emphasis and decreasing alternative options of inferring from and explanations for his speech. This is a strategy that helps him to prevent being explicit, and to make the public accept his views without challenge. It is also a characteristic of political figures. Sometimes, they even make some ideas so obfuscated that everyone may not get their real intention. It seems that president Obama does not deny his being inexplicit as in the same PC, of the example (3) above, while answering a question he admits that and says, (with a sense of humour): Q (by Zach Goldfarb): Just to make it 100 percent clear, you‘d sign a budget that continues to fund the government even at the lower levels of the sequester, even if you don't prefer to do that? President Obama: Zach, I‘m not going to -- I never want to make myself 100 percent clear with you guys. (Laughter) (March 1, 2013) from: http://www.news-gazette.com [Accessed on May 6, 2014]



4.2.1.2 Wh-Clefts A wh-cleft, also known as a pseudo-cleft, is ―a somewhat marked type of clause, whose phrase [sic] structure is split into two components, which are distributed over two different clausal constituents‖ (Drubig, 2007 p.59). This means wh-clefts like other types of clefts are biclausal. Just like it-clefts, only constituents can occur in the focus position of wh-clefts (Aarts, 2001). For Trask (1996, p.223), a wh-cleft is ―a marked construction in which the non-focused constituents are extracted from their logical positions and preceded by a wh-item, this sequence being connected by a copula to the focused constituent, which comes last‖. This means one of the two clauses is finalized for emphasis. The first part is normally a nominal relative clause



introduced by a wh-word. The verb be links the two parts of this SVC structure (Greenbaum and Nelson, 2002), for example: (4) a. President Obama: What we‘re going to have to do is combine selective actions by our military to make sure that we‘re going after terrorists who could harm our personnel overseas or eventually hit the homeland. (June 13, 2014) http://www.whitehouse.gov [Accessed on June 14, 2014] The same proposition of the underlined sentence in example (4a) can be expressed in a corresponding unmarked sentence as in (4b); Compare: (4) b. We‘re going to combine selective actions by our military. Example (4b) is syntactically a simple sentence, whereas example (4a) is a cleft sentence starting with a wh-word. (4a) conveys the same proposition of (4b). What makes them different is that in (4a) the speaker places an element in the focus position which can carry an implicit meaning of exclusiveness; the clefted element in (4a) is the verb. That is, the only thing they are going to do is to combine some actions. In other words, a cleft construction can present the one and only correct value, in contrast to other implicitly held or explicitly stated assumptions (Pavey, 2004). In addition to the use of the wh-cleft in (4a), the speaker (Barack Obama) adds another clue to the contrastive interpretation with his use of have to do, i.e. he may try to make the hearer infer a certain intended meaning, contrary to alternative interpretations. Therefore, the intended meaning for (4a) could be: the only thing which is necessary and they are going to do is to combine some actions. One can conclude that, by using a wh-cleft the speaker intentionally gives focus to the clefted constituent and tries to get the hearer‘s attention to the focussed element in the sentence.



As Pavey (2004 p.21) explains, ―the relatively unambiguous focus structure of cleft constructions means that their use in English can be considered functionally motivated, serving to disambiguate the intended focus interpretation‖. Consider (5): (5) President Obama: what I've encouraged them to do is to lay out a framework for where they want to go in increasing European integration, in resolving the financial pressures that are on sovereign countries. (June 19, 2012) from: http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu [Accessed on June 22, 2014] In the extract above, a possible inference hearers can form from the wh-cleft construction is the implied meaning of exclusiveness, viz. the exclusiveness and assertion of the thing to which president Obama encourages the European countries. The implicature here is his specific encouragement to lay out a framework. One can feel a sense of confidence in his speech. Such inferences would not be formed if the speaker had used the canonical version. Hence, one can claim that using such syntactic constructions gives rise to some implicatures.



4.2.3.1 Reverse wh-Clefts Reverse wh-clefts are constructions identical to wh-clefts except for the order in which the two major elements are reversed (Trask, 1996); that is unlike wh-clefts in reverse wh-clefts the focussed information, clefted constituent, precede the reset of other elements. Hedberg and Fadden (2007 p.56) clarify that ―wh-clefts can always be flipped and turned into reverse wh-clefts without degradation in grammaticality, although sometimes minor changes need to be made such as adding a complementizer or changing the position of an adverb‖. Similar to the other two types of clefts, reverse wh-clefts are used to mark something as focused and emphasized; speakers, by use of reverse wh-clefts, try to lead the hearer to infer that



something is in a certain case, in a way that the speaker intends, in contrast to other interpretations. In other words, by using reverse wh-clefts, the speaker tries to make the hearer form certain inferences in contrast to other undesirable inferences (for the speaker). This idea can be illustrated further by using an example from the corpus of US presidential press conferences, consider: (6) President Obama: The issue that I keep front and center, is, what is in the national security interest of the United States of America? As commander in chief, that‘s what I stay focused on. As Americans, that‘s what all of us should be focused on. (June 20, 2014) http://www.washingtonpost.com [Accessed on June 20, 2014] In (6), all the three underlined sentences are examples of reverse wh-clefts. As it is clear from the examples, these syntactic constructions, compared to the corresponding simple sentences of each, are used to give emphasis to an element or to make it focused. In the first underlined sentence of (6) the focussed element is the national security interest of the United States of America and in the other underlined sentences it is the pronoun it which also refers to the national security interest of the United States of America. President Obama talks about the situation in Iraq, the attacks by ISIL (Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant), and any action that US needs to take. The use of the clefts makes one infer that the only thing they focus on is the national security interest of their country. The implicature is the exclusivity of the thing they focus on; this exclusiveness implies the low possibility of any other option such as the security of Iraq, or the security interests of the world, or any other things possible to be focused on by the US government. From this, one may state that, the structure of clefts helps the speaker to package the information they want to be conveyed in a way that they intend to make their hearers form



certain inferences. Table (4) shows the number and percentage of each type of the clefts found in the data:



Cleft Type It-cleft



Number



Percent 22



%6



Wh-cleft



233



%63



Reverse wh-cleft



115



%31



Total



369



%100



Table (4) Distribution of cleft types in the US presidential Press Conferences



By comparing these findings with the findings of a previous study, by Hedberg and Fadden (2007), one can see some differences. Hedberg and Fadden (2007) examined 98 clefts in 13 videotaped episodes of the McLaughlin corpus, finding only 8 (8%) it-clefts, a pattern similar to what is seen here. However they found 25 (26%) wh-clefts and 65 (66%) reverse wh-clefts, which is different from the pattern observed in the current study where an excessive use of whclefts is observed. The number of the reverse wh-clefts found here is much less than the number of the reverse wh-clefts found by Hedberg and Fadden. The two corpuses share features. Both are spoken data. Participants are speakers of American English, and are involved in political discourse. Though the differences might be attributed to subjective preferences by the president, other factors may interfere such as the power of wh-clefts which are attributed to some kind of specific expectations of what may follow, compared to the bare use of it-clefts. Another reason could be resonance of wh-clefts, compared to it-clefts (not related to the subject of this study).



4.2.2 Dislocation



Another pragmatically motivated syntactic construction is called dislocation or displacement. Dislocation can be described as a construction in which a constituent occurs somewhere in the sentence which is not its canonical position according to English word order; therefore, it appears either to the left or to the right of its canonical position. Lambrecht (2001 p.1050) defines dislocation as: A sentence structure in which a referential constituent which could function as an argument or an adjunct within a predicate-argument structure occurs instead outside the boundaries of the clause containing the predicate, either to its left (left-dislocation, henceforth LD) or to its right (rightdislocation, henceforth RD).



English exhibits four types of dislocation constructions: left dislocation, right dislocation, preposing and postposing. Moreover, as (Callies, 2009 p.87) states dislocation is clearly the preferred option in colloquial speech.



4.2.2.1 Left Dislocation In grammatical description, it is a type of sentence in which one of the constituents appears in the initial position and its canonical position is filled by a pronoun or a full lexical noun phrase with the same reference, (Crystal, 2008 p.273). It is that type of dislocation in which an element is displaced to the front of the sentence, its normal position being occupied by an anaphor. Left dislocation is a marked non-canonical construction in which ―a non-subject appears in sentenceinitial position‖ and ―a coreferential pronoun‖ appears in the position of the dislocated element (Ward and Birner, 2004 p.162). Left dislocation is typical of spoken language (Callies, 2009). It is a sentence in which an element is moved leftward. Consider:



(7) President Obama: The leaders up in Congress, they can work through whatever processes they want. (October 8, 2013) from: http://www.washingtonpost.com [Accessed on March 14, 2014]



Here, the leaders up in Congress is the dislocated element; it is coreferential with the pronoun they which is the canonical position of the moved element. Having different syntactic constructions is something quite normal for any language; what needs to be explained here is the pragmatic and contextual motivations for using such constructions. Their usage is certainly not random. Following Gundel (1985) and Reinhart (1981) in dealing with pragmatic functions of English left dislocations, Prince (1997, cited in Ariel, 2008 p.98) introduced three functions of these constructions: a. Introducing a discourse new entity: by left dislocating a speaker wants to introduce a discourse new entity. A naturally occurring example from the data illustrates this implicature: (8) President Obama: All right? Thank you very much, everybody. Q (unknown): Jason Collins President Obama: Thank you, guys. Q (unknown): Jason Collins, do you want to say anything about him? President Obama: Yeah, I‘ll say something about Jason Collins. (April 30, 2013) http://www.whitehouse.gov [Accessed on May 6, 2014] That question, in (8), was asked at a time when President Obama was about to end the PC, even he thanked the audience, but right after that a journalist asked this question. In order to get Obama‘s attention, s/he dislocated an NP Jason Collins, which is a discourse new entity, to the left of the sentence. The alternative option of structuring the sentence could be do you want to say anything about Jason Collins? If the question was ordered so, Obama might not have



listened till the end of the question to hear that name, but as can be seen the LD made Obama infer the idea of the question and newness of the question, and it was answered. b. Triggering an inference on the part of the hearer that the left dislocated element represents an entity standing in a salient partially-ordered set relation to entities already evoked in the discourse. (9) President Obama: This is just a matter of whether or not we come together and go ahead and say, Democrats and Republicans, we're both going to hold hands and do what's right for the American people. (November 14, 2012) http://www.presidency.ucsb.edufrom [Accessed on May 1, 2014]



As can be noted in the example above, the underlined NP is dislocated from its canonical position which is the subject position, and it is already evoked in the discourse. President Obama talks about tax reform, the way he is going to do the reform and its consequences on the people. Therefore, in the same discourse he mentions a number of people such as middle class families, seniors, families with disabled kids, young people, and Republican commentators, when it comes to talk about how to bring down their debt rates, he uses dislocation of the NP Democrats and Republicans to make the hearers infer that it is a matter of both parties and the problem, which they call fiscal cliff, can be solved if the two parties hold hands and work together.



c. Amnestying illicit topicalizations: this function was not found in the selected press conferences, but it means that in some cases when topicalization is impossible without using a pronoun and it will result in an ungrammatical sentence, this use of the pronoun prevents the ungrammaticality and makes the construction to look like a left dislocation. (Prince, 1998 cited in Ariel, 2008).



4.2.2.2 Right dislocation It is that type of dislocation in which some constituent occurs at the end of the sentence; its canonical position is occupied by a pro-form, i.e. a pronoun with the same reference. Right



dislocations are constructions characterized by a final non-vocative noun phrase that is coreferential with a pronoun that appears earlier to the NP in the same clause (Ziv and Grosz 1993 cited in Mayol, 2007). That is, right dislocation involves ―the noncanonical placement of an argument of the verb in postverbal position‖ (Birner and Ward, 1998 p.145), and it ―does not require the postverbal NP to represent new information‖ (ibid). Some authors thought of right dislocations (RD) as performance errors, some others as repair mechanisms and yet others, such as Hyman (1975), as ―afterthoughts‖. Hyman says speakers use RDs when they forget to talk about something in the clause or when they want to add something or to make something ambiguous (cited in Mayol, 2007 p.207). However, recent accounts do not agree with the previous ones, for example Birner and Ward (1998 p.146) state that the information conveyed in the RD elements have been ―evoked either explicitly or implicitly‖ prior in the same discourses. This statement rejects the idea of RDs being afterthoughts or additional information; therefore, there might be other factors for the use of RDs. Use of such non-canonical constructions is influenced by context and pragmatic factors. Mayol (2007) discusses some motivations for the appearance of RDs in Caltan such as reintroducing an entity that has been mentioned much earlier as it is ambiguous now, mentioning an entity that has not been mentioned earlier in the discourse. The third one, which is more relevant to this work, is that the speaker wants to convey some extra meaning. She states that in some cases of using RDs, the speaker can use the simple structure without causing ambiguity, but s/he uses RD to communicate extra meaning, i.e. ―some additional emotive content: emphasis, opposition or camaraderie‖ (ibid, p.213). This extra meaning could be analysed as conventional implicatures (Mayol, 2007). To see this, consider (10) in which the implicature is to convey emphasis:



(10) President Obama: Jeh Johnson, our new head of the Department of Homeland Security, has been talking to everybody -- law enforcement, immigrant rights groups -- to do a thorough-going review of our approach towards enforcement. (April 17, 2014) http://www.whitehouse.gov[Accessed on 4/29/2014] In (10), law enforcement, immigrant rights groups is dislocated to the right of its canonical position; instead, the pronoun everybody is placed in the position. Here, the dislocated element constitutes part of the meaning of the pro-form, i.e. by everybody president Obama may also mean some other people more than just law enforcement, immigrant rights groups. Therefore, this dislocation can be said to be partial. Moreover, with this RD the speaker conveys an additional meaning. That is, he is emphasizing on the people that the head of the Department of Homeland Security had talks with. Another example is: (11) President Obama: the Democrats have a budget that would eliminate sequestration, this meat cleaver approach to deficit reduction. (October 8, 2013) from: http://www.washingtonpost.com [Accessed on March 14, 2014]



In (11), the right dislocated element is this meat cleaver approach. It is coreferential with sequestration. The RD shows that Obama is emphasizing on the bad effects of the sequester, with use of the metaphor meat cleaver as a part of the RD, the speaker means that the cuts would impact the nation all across the country; the impact is real, it is everywhere. It may cause future economic problems, and this should be eliminated through their budget. Another example of right dislocation is (12): (12) President Obama: You've mentioned two of them, Mr. Summers and Mr. Yellen - Ms. Yellen. And they're both terrific people. (August 9, 2013) from: http://transcripts.cnn.com [Accessed on March 15, 2014] Here, the phrase Mr. Summers and Mr. Yellen -- Ms. Yellen is dislocated to the right of its canonical position, and it is coreferential with the pronoun them. In (12), the dislocated element could also be partial. The pro-form them means some people including Mr. Summers and Mr.



Yellen, not only Mr. Summers and Mr. Yellen. President Obama, in that example, is talking about a choice he is going to make for the next Federal Reserve chairman, and there are a number of candidates for that position. The names of two candidates have been mentioned by the journalist. In his response, the president uses RD. This RD can be seen as a conventional implicature, as the speaker may want to communicate some extra meaning, i.e. to convey emotive meaning. As the journalist has already mentioned the names, therefore, they are not discourse new entities. With this RD the president seems to transmit certain feeling of camaraderie or a stronger relationship with hearer, either the journalist or the candidates.



4.2.2.3 Preposing Another type of dislocation is preposing; it is described as those non-canonical constructions ―in which a lexically governed, or subcategorized, phrasal constituent appears to the left of its canonical position, typically sentence-initially‖ (Ward and Birner, 2004, p.158). Preposing involves a leftward placement of a constituent or a category. Any phrasal category, i.e. NP, PP, VP, and AP, can be preposed which means it is not restricted to one phrasal category. Preposing is different from left dislocation both syntactically and formally: they are different according to the syntactic grounds, in that in left dislocation a pronoun which is coreferential with the marked constituent appears in that constituent‘s canonical position, but not in preposing (Birner and Ward, 1998). Functionally, preposed constructions are used by speakers for the purpose of structuring information in a way as to place old information in preverbal position in order to preserve ―the old-before-new information-structure paradigm‖ (Ward and Birner, 2004 p.163). It also has the function of affirmation. That is, it may be used to affirm a speaker's belief in his/her utterance



and to commit a speaker to the truth of the content of an utterance. Such an affirmation is of three kinds which are: scalar, non-scalar, and concessive (Birner and Ward, 1998). What is related to this study is the third type concessive affirmation; the two other types are related more to semantics as they are explicit ways of affirmation. According to Levinson (1983), concessive affirmation can be analyzed as a conversational implicature. It is associated with the presence of an adversative discourse connective preceding the preposing, typically but or yet. By affirming a proposition a speaker can flout the maxim of quantity and implicate that more than the proposition is intended. This idea will be explained better with the following example: (13) President Obama: So if people are looking for an excuse not to do the right thing on immigration reform, they can always find an excuse. We‘ve run out of time or this is hard or the list goes on and on. But my working assumption is people should want to do the right thing. (November 14, 2013) http://www.nytimes.com [Accessed on May1, 2014] That is, despite the fact that there are always excuses not to do the right thing on immigration reform, and they are out of time so it is harder, but the speaker believes that always people should do the right thing. In this way, the preposing in (13) serves to affirm the proposition of the speaker‘s belief for doing the right thing as he believes it is. Another example of concessive affirmation is provided in (14): (14) President Obama: So state insurance commissioners still have the power to decide what plans can and can‘t be sold in their states, but the bottom line is insurers can extend current plans that would otherwise be cancelled into 2014. (November 14, 2013) http://www.nytimes.com [Accessed on May1, 2014]



The context of the example in (14) is about Affordable Care Act and the republicans‘ criticisms. With the preposing the speaker then affirms with concessive affirmation that despite that



insurance commissioners still have the power to decide, nonetheless, it is better for them (insurers) to use their ability and decide on a plan.



4.2.2.4 Postposing Postposing, in English, can be defined as a way in which some constructions involve a noncanonical placement of one or more constituents; whose canonical position is not filled by a referential element. Postposing constructions are those syntactic constructions in which some argument of the verb appears to the right of its canonical position (Birner and Ward, 1998). From an informational point of view, what makes such constructions necessary when the corresponding canonical word order can also present the same proposition is that they offer a way of placing new information towards the end of the clause which is the expected position for new information. That is, they function to present new information in post verbal position; ―when canonical word order would result in the placement of new information in subject position, postposing offers a way of placing it instead toward the end of the clause in the expected position for new information‖ (Ward and Birner, 2004). In other words, the ―oldbefore-new information-structure paradigm‖ or the principle of ―end-focus‖ or ―end-weight‖ is preserved (Quirk et al. 1985 p.1361; Ward and Birner, 2004 p.159). According to this principle, speakers denote to the old and familiar information in the initial part of the structure, which provides a context for introducing the new information. Whereas, the new information is placed at the end of the information unit, and this highlights the information and gives it prominence.



There are different types of postposing constructions. They all have the same function, as mentioned above, but they serve this function in slightly different ways (Ward and Birner, 2004). In the coming sections existential there, presentational there, and extraposition will be discussed.



4.2.2.4.1 Existential-there constructions Such syntactic constructions are ―defined by the presence of non-referential there occurring in subject position while the NP that would canonically appear in subject position instead appears post-verbally, and finally by the presence of be as the main verb‖ (Ward and Birner, 2004 p.164). The form of be in the existential construction can either be in present simple or past forms. Be is not the only verb used in this construction; there are other verbs such as exist and arise, but they are rare and more literary (Jawad, 2007). Existential-there construction is a non-canonical construction, since it involves word order changes and this is ―a strategy in which word order is used for pragmatic purposes‖ (Huddleston, 1984 cited in Jawad, 2007 p.74). It preserves the principle of end focus or end weight. Existential-there construction puts the information that is hearer-new at the end of the structure (Ward and Birner, 2004). This construction is illustrated in (15): (15) a. President Obama: There are certain procedures that both the FBI follow, or DOJ follow, when they're involved in these investigations. (November 14, 2012) http://www.presidency.ucsb.edufrom [Accessed on May 1, 2014]



(15) b. Certain procedures exist that both the FBI follow, or DOJ follow, when they're involved in these investigations. In (15a), certain procedures is the hearer-new information; in order to preserve the principle of end focus and to present it post verbally the speaker uses an existential there construction. This construction highlights the new information in contrast to (15b) in which the new information is



given pre-verbally, so in this context it is ―infelicitous‖ (Ward and Birner, 2004 p.165). At the same time, use of this construction, in (15a), might lead the hearer to infer that FBI would follow their own procedures; therefore, there is no need to think of other ways. It is to be noted that, the term felicity, here, is intended as a necessary, not a sufficient, condition on topics. What is meant here is a felicitous use of certain constructions in a particular discourse context. That is, use of a construction which is suitable or right and expresses well the intended thought (ibid).



4.2.2.4.2 Presentational there constructions In presentational there constructions, a non-referential there appears in the subject position while the NP that should canonically appear in that position, instead appears postverbally. The central difference between existential there and presentational there is the verb; presentational there-sentences contain a main verb other than be. Presentational there also differs from existential there in that the felicity of presentational there requires the information of the postverbal NP to be discourse new not hearer-new (Ward and Birner, 2004; Birner, 2013). This is illustrated in (16): (16) President Obama: There's -- there comes a point in which if the Treasury cannot hold auctions to sell Treasury bills, we do not have enough money coming in to pay all our bills on time. It's -- it's -- it's very straightforward. (October 8, 2013) from: http://www.washingtonpost.com [Accessed on March 14, 2014] In the example above, the speaker uses an existential there with be, but right after producing it he changes it to a presentational one with come; the postposed information is both hearer new and discourse new. Therefore, use of either of the constructions in this context is felicitous, but a simple version of the sentence would violate the principle of end-focus. For that reason, it would be infelicitous based on their information structure.



It is worth mentioning that, in contrast to the frequent occurrence of existential there sentences, presentational there sentences are rare in the corpus of the fifteen press conferences.



4.2.2.4.3 Extraposition The last type of postposing constructions to be discussed is extraposition. Extraposition refers to the process or ―result of moving an element from its normal position to a position at or near the end of the sentence‖ (Crystal, 2008 p.182). In extraposition, a subordinate clause is postposed from subject position, while its canonical position is filled by a non-referential it, called extrapositive it (Birner and Ward, 2004; ibid) also referred to as anticipative it (Mahmood, 2000) Since extraposed constructions satisfy the end-focus principle, they are more common than the canonical version of the sentences (Downing and Lock, 2002 cited in Jawad, 2007). An example is: (17) President Obama: it is in our national interest to see a Pakistan that is democratic. (May 21, 2012) http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office [Accessed on May 22, 2014]



It should be mentioned that, even though, extraposition and it-clefts have structural and functional similarities, they ―can be distinguished from each other in both, spoken and written language‖ (Calude, 2008 p.27). For example, in regard to their syntax, Extraposition, unlike itclefts, may involve verbs other than be (Calude, 2008). The type of it used in clefts is different from the type of it used in extraposition. In clefts, a discriminative it is used ―to give special prominence to the focal NP and thereby discriminate between it and others‖ (Mahmmod, 2000 p.4) while in extraposition, an anticipative it fills the subject position of the extraposed subject (ibid). Anticipative it ―serves to give the subject clause (finite or non-finite) end-focus‖, but



discriminative it can be used ―to give focus to any element of a sentence, be it subject, object, verb, verb or adverb‖ (Mahmmod, 2000 p.85). Concerning their function, as mentioned earlier, it-clefts are focusing or highlighting devices, while extrapositions serve to satisfy the principles of end-focus and end-weight. More importantly, According to Calude (2008), a ―word order re-arrangement test‖ shows the difference; ―clefts result in ungrammaticality when the cleft clause is pre-posed to replace it, while extraposition produces grammatical structures when the extraposed clause is reinstated in subject position‖ (ibid, p.28). (18) a. President Obama: It is important for us to go ahead and answer these questions. (August 9, 2013) from: http://transcripts.cnn.com [Accessed on March 15, 2014] (18) b. To go ahead and answer these questions is important for us. Grammatical



result: EXTRAPOSITION



(19) a. Q (by Steve Carlson): it was only tough sanctions that got Iran to the table. (December 19, 2012) http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu. [Accessed on June 5, 2014]



(19) b. * that got Iran to the table was only tough sanctions. Ungrammatical



result: CLEFT



4.2.2.4.3.1 Extraposed clausal subject When a clausal subject is postposed from the subject position to the end of the sentence, while its canonical position is filled by an extrapositive it, it would result in a type of postposing called extraposition. The clause is known as extraposed clausal subject, for example: (20) a. President Obama: If you start seeing the various groups inside of Iraq simply go to their respective corners, then it is almost certain that Baghdad and the central government will not be able to control huge chunks of their own country. (June 20, 2014) http://www.washingtonpost.com [Accessed on June 20, 2014]



(20) b. That Baghdad and the central government will not be able to control huge chunks of their own country is almost certain. In (20a), the clause that appears as an embedded subject in the canonical version is extraposed to the end of the sentence. Although the speaker could have just simply said Baghdad and the central government will not be able to control huge chunks of their own country, by extraposing the subject and putting it in focus position, he tries to get the attention of the audience. He tries to show the inabilities of central government of Iraq.



4.2.2.4.3.2 Extraposed-ing/ infinitive clause Here, an ing-nominal clause or an infinitive-clause occurs postverbally, while such clauses naturally occur at the beginning of a sentence in the canonical position of the subject (Jawad, 2007); extraposed ing-clauses are uncommon except in informal speech (Quirk et al. 1985). In line with Quirk et al‘s statement, extraposed ing-clauses cannot be found in the data of the fifteen press conferences, but extraposed infinitive-clauses are frequent. Examples are: (21) President Obama: It would be pretty hard to argue that somehow gun owners have had their rights infringed. (January 14, 2013) http://www.whitehouse.gov [Accessed on May 6, 2014]



(22) President Obama: I think it is critical for us to understand that Guantanamo is not necessary to keep America safe. (April 30, 2013) http://www.whitehouse.gov [Accessed on May 6, 2014] Examples (21) and (22) show two infinitival clauses in which sentential subjects are located postverbally at the right edge of the sentence and the subject positions are filled with the empty it, in (21) to argue that somehow gun owners have had their rights infringed, and in (22) to understand that Guantanamo is not necessary to keep America safe are extraposed. Use of any of



their canonical counterpart would be felicitous here. What makes the speaker to use these constructions, in the context of those examples, is to keep the end-focus and end-weight principles, i.e. to put the extraposed elements at focus.



4.2.3 Counterfactual Implicatures Another syntactic tool that shows syntax-pragmatics interface is conditional sentences. A conditional sentence is a sentence which consists of two clauses; one starts with if (called ifclause, or protasis) expresses a condition whose fulfillment or non-fulfillment depends on the degree of reality assigned to the other clause (called result clause or main clause or apodosis) (Nelson, 2001; Trask, 1996). Conditionality means that ―if only this thing here would happen first‖ (condition), then ―that thing over there would happen next‖ (result) (Teschner and Evans, 2007 p.106). Some linguists (such as Palmer, 1986 in Trask, 1996) divide conditional sentences into two types, some others (for example, Teschner and Evans, 2007) give a three type division; still some others (as Eastwood, 2005 and Penston, 2005) divide conditionals into four types. The types are occasionally given different names by linguists: ‗open‘, true‘, ‗remote‘, ‗counterfactual‘ ‗hypothetical‘ and even ―zero conditional‖, ―subjunctive‖, ―indicative‖, ―first conditional‖ and suchlike. However, the three major or common types are: open, hypothetical and counterfactual. Open conditionals are the type in which the fulfilment of the condition is seen as a reality; hypothetical conditional is one in which the if-clause expresses events or states that may happen or might possibly happen. In counterfactual conditionals, the fulfilment of the condition is impossible or contrary to fact.



Open conditionals: the pattern is either if …+ present… + present. Or If… + present…+will. (23) President Obama: if Congress fails to act by the end of this year, everybody's taxes will automatically go up. (November 14, 2012) http://www.presidency.ucsb.edufrom [Accessed on May 1, 2014]



Hypothetical conditionals: the pattern is If…+past…+would. (24) President Obama: if that bill was on the floor of the House, it would pass. (August 9, 2013) from: http://transcripts.cnn.com [Accessed on March 15, 2014] Counterfactual conditionals: the pattern is if…+past perfect…+ would+ perfect. (25) President Obama: I think if there was a secret way to do that, I would have tried it. I would have done it. (March 1, 2013) from: http://www.news-gazette.com [Accessed on May 6, 2014] What is important about conditionals, for this thesis, is the use of counterfactual conditionals (also called subjunctive conditionals). Counterfactual conditionals convey a pragmatic value. That is, while used in speech they form a type of implicature. In other words, the use of the counterfactuals implicates that the condition expressed by the antecedent is not real, but imaginary (Gomes, 2008). Counterfactual constructions are used to refer to situations that a speaker believes to be ―contrary to fact‖ (Halpert, 2010 p.1). Such constructions consist of two parts: the antecedent (the if-clause) and the consequent. The consequent expresses an unreal imaginary situation that would be the consequence of the condition expressed by the antecedent (Gomes, 2008). The speaker might intentionally use these structures to avoid telling the hearer the fact explicitly; therefore, the hearer needs special effort to infer the intended meaning, i.e. the hearer is led to an inference that is not real. As Gomes (2008, p.220) puts it ―it is usually agreed, however, that the falsity of the antecedent in counterfactuals is conversationally implicated rather than asserted‖. However, the motivation behind using such syntactic constructions could be that



the speaker may not want to bear the consequence or when s/he does not want to say something explicitly. Hearer(s) may accept the implicit false conclusion and the consequence would be more favourable for the speaker rather than stating the situation explicitly in simple sentences. Consider the following examples to understand the idea: (26) President Obama: we‘ll know that that economic news could have been better if Congress had not failed to act. (March 1, 2013) from: http://www.news-gazette.com [Accessed on May 6, 2014] In (26), the implicature of Obama‘s utterance is that Congress did not act, but he says this implicitly. The speaker does not want to say this fact explicitly, as with using such a construction the implicature or the intended meaning can be denied. It is also the counterfactual conditional sentence that helps the hearers to infer the intended meaning. In fact, the president is blaming Congress, particularly Republicans, for the failure to reach an agreement to stop the automatic budget cuts. He might have this intention, although he does not say it clearly. In the continuation of his speech, he says ―let‘s be clear‖ which shows his being implicit by using the counterfactual implicature. He adds ―let‘s be clear. None of this is necessary. It‘s happening because of a choice that Republicans in Congress have made‖. To give another example: (27) President Obama: If -- if the health care system had been working fine and everybody had high-quality health insurance at affordable prices, I wouldn‘t have made it a priority. (November 14, 2013) http://www.nytimes.com [Accessed on May1, 2014]



The use of the counterfactual conditional means the contrary of what is said; it means the health care system is not working fine and everybody does not have high-quality health insurance at affordable prices. That is why he (the president) had made it a priority. As this statement is not favourable for him, he wants to convey it in a positive way. In other words, if he says that



proposition explicitly, the inference would not be favourable for him; therefore the counterfactual implicature helps him to communicate it in a positive way. Another extract is given below, in which one can find many counterfactual conditional sentences used by president Obama. This shows that he is not always explicit, especially when the situation is not favourable for him. (28) President Obama: There's no doubt that Mr. Snowden's leaks triggered a much more rapid and passionate response than would have been the case if I had simply appointed this review board to go through, and I'd sat down with Congress, and we had worked this thing through. It would have been less exciting; it would not have generated as much press. I actually think we would have gotten to the same place and we would have done so without putting at risk our national security and some very vital ways that we are able to get intelligence that we need to secure the country. (August 9, 2013) from: http://transcripts.cnn.com [Accessed on March 15, 2014] As can be seen from the extract above, the uses of the complex verbal expressions would have pp. in (28), which constitute a counterfactual conditional, give the hearer the information that the proposition of the underlined utterances are false. It explicitly means that president Obama has not appointed the board for a review of their surveillance operations, at least before the leaks, that is why Mr. Snowden's leaks triggered such rapid responses and they were so exiting. The reality is that they have not done anything, but president Obama has said this implicitly in the counterfactual construction, although it could have been said in a simple declarative sentence.



4.2.4 Syntactic Ambiguity In English, there are cases in which a sequence of words can be structured in alternative ways; such sentences could be identified as syntactically or structurally ambiguous. The ambiguity arises from the way the sentence is structured. Structural ambiguity occurs when a



phrase in a sentence may be interpreted in more than one way. This will affect sentences in such a way that they might have two quite different interpretations (Trask, 2007). Syntactic ambiguity becomes interesting for someone who deals with syntax-pragmatics interface when it has pragmatic values, for example when it affects the inference on the part of the listener, especially at a time when the speaker intentionally utters an unambiguous sentence; when the ambiguity is intended, it is called ―deliberate ambiguity‖ or ―pragmatic ambiguity‖ (Ibrahim, 2005 p.233). An example of pragmatic ambiguity is: (29) President Obama: I've encouraged Mr. Putin to think forward as opposed to backwards on those issues with mixed success. (August 9, 2013) from: http://transcripts.cnn.com [Accessed on March 15, 2014] The sentence in (29) could mean that the issues are with mixed success or Putin is thinking with mixed success on the issues; that is it can either be intended to mean that the issues are with multiple success, and it can also be intended to mean that Putin‘s actions on the issues is mediocre or he is partial success. However, the intended meaning can be cancelled or denied by the speaker without contradiction; therefore, it can be seen as a conversational implicature. The following sentence is confusing due to the omission of necessary words:



(30) Q (by Peter Maer): how much clout does the United States ultimately have with any of the leadership in Iraq at this point, really? President Obama: The only way they can do that is if there are credible Sunni leaders, both at the national level and at the local level, who have confidence that a Shia majority, that the Kurds, that all those folks are committed to a fair and just governance of the country. (June 20, 2014) http://www.washingtonpost.com [Accessed on June 20, 2014] The context, of the example above, is the Iraq‘s unstable security in 2014 and US‘s help, for that country, to rebuild a more inclusive government that would unify all the parties. Obama is asked about America‘s interests with any of the leaders that could build the government. Obama has



replied this but there seems to be an ambiguity, as in example (30), he has mentioned credible Sunni leaders, Shia majority, and the Kurds, but he may mean that the Shia are the majority, and have the right to govern the country fairly with the Sunnies and Kurds, or he may mean that there might not be credible Sunni leaders, and these Sunnies should have trust in the government and that is the only way. Pragmatics (specifically context) can have a big role in syntactic ambiguity resolution; contextual factors can have immediate effects on syntactic ambiguity resolution. It is contextual information that determines which interpretation is possible. For example, (31) President Obama: There's no doubt that Russia, which historically has had a relationship with Syria, as well as China, which is generally wary of commenting on what it considers to be the internal affairs of other countries, are and have been more resistant to applying the kind of pressure that's necessary to achieve that political transition. (June 19, 2012) from: http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu [Accessed on June 22, 2014]



The sentence above can be interpreted in two different ways: it can mean that Russia which has a historical relationship with Syria and China is resistant to applying the kind of pressure that's necessary to achieve that political transition. Or, both Russia and China are resistant to applying the pressure, but it is only Russia that has a historical relationship only with Syria (not China).



However, contextual information helps the hearer to resolve this ambiguity, and infer a logical inference, i.e. if one would be familiar with the context and have background knowledge on the issue of Syria, then a possible inference that s/he may form, from president Obama‘s words, might be that Both China and Russia do not agree with the United States when it comes to resolving the crisis in Syria.



4.2.5 Epistemic Modality



‗Modality‘ is a linguistic expression associated with six grammatical categories named



obligation, permission, prohibition, necessity, possibility and ability. This term is particularly convenient in discussing a language, such as English, which contains a specific set of modal auxiliaries for expressing these concepts. The English modals include can, could, may, might, will, would, shall, should, must and ought (to), together with their negated forms (Trask, 2007). Modality is concerned with the speaker‘s assessment of, or attitude towards, the potentiality of a state of affairs (Radden and Dirven, 2007). Coates (1983 in Depraetere and Reed, 2006) and Radden and Dirven, (2007) categorize modality into two types: epistemic and root modality. Epistemic modal meaning reflects the speaker‘s judgment of the likelihood of the reality of a proposition in an utterance, as in: (32) President Obama: That might cost more. There might need to be different checks on how those requests are made. There may be technological solutions that have to be found to do that. (December 20, 2013) from: http://www.washingtonpost.com [Accessed on 5/1/2014]



Root modality, on the other hand, relates the world of things to the social interaction, it reflects the meanings that are to do with an ability to control things, logic of obligation and permission such as: (33) Q (by Jessica Yellin): You've said that the wealthiest must pay more. (November 14, 2012) http://www.presidency.ucsb.edufrom [Accessed on May 1, 2014]



Focus is given to the epistemic modal meaning, as it indicates how a ―speaker assesses the probability of a situation and thereby implies that he has evidence upon which his assessment relies‖ (Radden and Dirven, 2007 p.235). That is, use of one modal verb rather than others conveys the implicature of the degree of reality of a proposition in an utterance, or shows the degree to which the speaker wants to assert the reality of what s/he says. It implies the speaker has evidence for his/her speech.



Epistemic modal meanings deal with the degree of speaker commitment to certainty of an utterance. That is, when a speaker uses must in a sentence rather than may or might, s/he implicates that s/he is sure and s/he has evidence for his/her speech. From this, one can state that implicatures generated from use of such modals are associated with the utterance of a given item on a scale; therefore, they are scalar implicatures. Compare: (34) a. President Obama: There may be objections even among some people in the region who are sympathetic with the opposition if we take action. (April 30, 2013) http://blogs.wsj.com [Accessed on May 1, 2014] (34) b. There must be objections even among some people in the region who are sympathetic with the opposition if we take action. (34) c. There are objections even among some people in the region who are sympathetic with the opposition if we take action. (34a), (34b), and (34c) are possible ways of expressing the same proposition and that is president Obama thinks some people have objections if US takes any action against Syria after chemical weapons have been used inside that country. However, the use of one of the constructions enables one to predict that a speaker, by using it, conveys a different implicature. The implied meaning behind uttering sentence (34c) is that the speaker has strong evidence for the claim, and he is quite confident with what he says, that is why it could be termed ―affirmative assertion‖ (Radden and Dirven, 2007 p.234). In sentence (34b), use of modal must implies speaker‘s beliefs about his/her speech. The implicature is that the speaker has bits of evidence that some people supporting Syrian opposition reject any actions from US. However, the speaker is not certain but on the basis of the evidence found s/he concludes that it is most likely that there would be some people rejecting any actions made by US. This assessment is expressed by use of the modal verb must. The situation described in sentence (34b) involves epistemic modality.



In line with this, sentence (34a) which is found in the data and is exactly what president Obama has said is another instance of epistemic modality; but the epistemic interpretation of the modal verb may in this sentence implies a weak probability assessed by the speaker. To put it differently, it shows the speaker's beliefs about the possibility of his speech; it gives a low degree of likelihood. Use of may compared to must implies that the speaker, here president Obama, does not have strong evidence for what he says. Therefore, (34a) seems to be a mere prediction. At the same time expressing that proposition in such a construction would lead the hearer to expect the speaker's knowledge about his speech; the inference that the hearer would make is that the speaker lacks enough evidence and the speech does not have a high degree of likelihood. One can claim that epistemic modalities constitute implicatures that can be cancelled, for example in (34b) the implicature can be denied. Although, implicatures generated from epistemic modals are cancellable, and they do not bind the speaker to serious commitments, Obama uses must very rarely; ten (10) times in the fifteen press conferences, compared to seventy two (72) uses of may. (these numbers were found only in Obama‘s part of the PCs, i.e. the occurrence of either of must and may in the questions and comments by the journalists were excluded); that big difference between the occurrence of must and may can be seen as a strategy that even when he has evidence, still he does not let his audience have reasons for rejecting his opinions.



4.2.6 Passive Constructions Trask (1996 p.201) defines passive construction as ―a construction in which an intrinsically transitive verb is construed in such a way that its underlying object appears as its surface subject, its underlying subject being either absent‖ which he calls ―short passive‖. Or the subject is



―expressed as an oblique NP‖: a ―long passive‖, or ―passive-with-agent‖. Passive construction is the same as its counterpart, active construction, in semantic content, but different in pragmatic functions (Callies, 2009). Passivisation is a broad topic and has been studied according to different approaches; it is not possible to talk about all here, however, according to ―the fact that native speakers of a language do not use these specific syntactic structures randomly. They choose from among several options to serve their communicative needs in discourse and therefore use these devices with an explicit discourse-pragmatic intention‖ (ibid, p.12), the choice of the organization of sentence elements as they form a passive construction, when they have another option, active construction, is due to pragmatic factors. Gomez-Gonzalez (2001, p.244) states that in most cases, speaker‘s choice of the passive construction is for two main purposes: ―to ensure that the phrase describing the agent is at the end rather than at the beginning of the clause and thus can display end focus or end weight or to omit the agent phrase‖; end focus is at the time when the agent is mentioned. Both purposes are influenced by the perspective of the speaker, that is, if the speaker construes the situation in such a way that s/he wants to emphasize or highlight the object or the theme, then s/he uses a passive construction, otherwise s/he would use the canonical active construction, for example in (35): (35) a. President Obama: The challenges facing Europe will not be solved by the G-20 or by the United States. The solutions will be debated and decided, appropriately, by the leaders and the people of Europe. (December 20, 2013) from: http://www.washingtonpost.com [Accessed on 5/1/2014]



According to the principles of information structure, in the example above, the use of passive in both sentences is to display end focus or end weight. The agents have been mentioned in the by-phrases at the end of the sentences; therefore, it is not to omit the agent. The same



information in the same context could have been mentioned in an active construction with the same semantic meaning. Therefore, what is the value of expressing that proposition in a passive sentence? The answer could be that using a passive construction or mentioning an agent at the end of a sentence has pragmatic values, i.e. when a speaker utters his/her sentence in a passive construction s/he intends to give emphasis to the agent. Moreover, competence of the speaker allows him/her to express his/her intention in a passive form. At the same time, use of the passive construction guides the hearer to form a certain inference which is certainly different from the inference that would be formed from the active voice of the same sentence in terms of focus. Another example is given in (36) in which the purpose of using passive is to omit the agent phrase: (36) President Obama: what we now have is evidence that chemical weapons have been used inside of Syria, but we don‘t know how they were used, when they were used, who used them; we don‘t have chain of custody that establishes what exactly happened. (April 30, 2013) http://www.whitehouse.gov [Accessed on May 6, 2014] The utterance chemical weapons have been used inside of Syria is a passive construction, but this use of passive is not to focus on the agent, it is to avoid mentioning the agent, as he says: they only have evidence that chemical weapons are used, they don‘t know who used them.



To sum up, analysing the press conferences highlights the areas of interface between syntax and pragmatics, particularly main syntactic tools that trigger implicatures leading to the possible inferences given in this chapter, as follows:



1. In the press conferences, clefts are used for highlighting information: it-clefts are used to imply the meaning of exhaustivity; wh-clefts and reverse wh-clefts imply meaning of exclusiveness. 2. Dislocation (its types and subtypes), as a strategy to preserve the principle of end-focus, can be found in the data of the press conferences; right dislocation is also used to convey some extra emotive meaning; preposing is used to imply concessive affirmation which can be conversationally denied. 3. Counterfactual implicatures are generated through counterfactual conditionals which show the falsity of the antecedent. 4. Syntactic ambiguity can be called pragmatic ambiguity when it is deliberate or when it is intended. 5. Modals can be considered as scalar implicatures, and passive constructions are used in the press conferences for two purposes: to focus on the agent, or to avoid mentioning the agent. 6. Some of the non-canonical constructions such as right-dislocation and extraposed ingclause are said to be common only in informal speech, in line with this, they are very rare in the data of the press conferences.



CHAPTER FIVE CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 5.1 Conclusions The following major conclusions can be drawn from the study: 1. Pragmatics alone cannot answer efficiently how hearers form inferences of the intended implicatures generated by the speakers. 2. Hearers depend on both context and the structure of sentences to form inferences. 3. Using some syntactic tools give rise to implicatures. In achieving their implied meaning, the hearers depend on the syntactic construction that is available in their competence to reach a right interpretation; this is a point where syntax and pragmatics interact. 4. In communication, speakers use different means to package their intentions; syntax and pragmatics are just two of such means; other strategies are also involved such as phonology and semantics and they are also involved in the process of inference-formation. This proves that all the fields of linguistics are interlinked and none of them is independent from others. 5. Despite the syntactic areas proposed by information structure, such as dislocated, passive, and cleft constructions, there are other areas that can show interface between syntax and pragmatics such as counterfactual conditionals, modals and ambiguity. 6. Concerning the language used by president Obama, it is concluded that Barack Obama uses linguistic devices (specifically syntactic and pragmatic) in a diplomatic way; he expresses his intentions in a way that serves his purpose. One point that characterizes the press conferences is heavy use of implicatures by president Obama; the implicatures are generated through different pragmatic and syntactic strategies.



7. Implicature and inference-formation are two sides of the same coin, and forming inferences by the journalists and the audience for implicatures generated by president Obama is not necessarily deductive, inductive or abductive alone, but it apparently enjoys all. 8. Investigation of the language of the press conferences shows that almost all the areas of interface between syntax and pragmatics are shaped by the corpus of the press conferences. 9. The areas of interface between syntax and pragmatics determined by information structure are not out of the line with the data of the press conferences. What have been focused on, in English, are some marked syntactic means or constructions although, use of any construction conveys some pragmatic value. 10. Conversational implicatures are context dependent, and one aspect of context is linguistic context or co-text, syntax is one perspective of linguistic context, so it is also involved in implicature generation and inference-formation. 11. Neither code model nor inferential model is adequate for showing how hearers forminferences; instead Relevance theory seems to be very influential for that reason.



5.2 Suggestions for Further Research The following topics are suggested for further research: a. Role of syntax-pragmatics interface in teaching English as a Foreign Language. b. Phonology-pragmatics interface: recognition of intention through intonation. c. Presuppositions and syntax-semantics interface: An approach based on the Relevance Theory.
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الوستخلص ًٚكٍ اػزجبس يدبالد انذداخم ث ٍٛانُحٕ ٔانزذأنٛخ يسزٕٖ ثبسصا ف ٙانؼاللبد انهغٕٚخ ،حٛث اٌ انُحٕ ٔانزذأنٛخ ٚزبثش احذًْب ثبالخشٚٔ ،كًم كم يًُٓب اٜخش  .فْ ٙزِ انذساسخ ،رى اسزمصبء يدًٕػخ يخزبسح يٍ انزشاكٛت انُحٕٚخ اإلَدهٛضٚخ ثبسزخذاو َظشٚخ ْٛكهٛخ انًؼهٕيبد نهزٕصم انٗ لًٛزٓى انزذأنٛخ ،أ ٘ ٚزى انزحمٛك ف ٙانًؼهٕيبد انزذأنٛخ يٍ حٛث يؼزمذاد انًزكهى ٔيٕالفّ ٚ .شكض ْزا انجحث ػهٗ ٔخّ انخصٕص ػهٗ انزؼشٚط (انزعًٔ )ٍٛركٕ ٍٚاالسزذالل. رمٕو انذساسخ ػهٗ فشظٛخ اٌ انزذأنٛخ رهؼت دٔسا يحٕسٚب ف ٙرفسٛش انؼذٚذ يٍ اال



دٔاد انُحٕٚخ،



ٔيٍ خالل ػًهٛخ دكٕ ٍٚاالسزذالل ،لذ ال ٚزى انزٕصم ئنٗ انزؼشٚط (انزعً )ٍٛانًمصٕد ثشكم فؼبل ثًدشد رحهٛهّ رذأنٛب  .غٕسد الدساسخ انحبنٛخ رحهٛال َحٕٚب -رذأنٛب نزفسٛش انخطبة ،يٍ خالل انهدٕء ئنٗ كال انًسزٕ :ٍٛٚانُحٕ ٔانزذأنٛخ .رؼزًذ انذساسخ ػهٗ أيثهخ يأخٕرح يٍ خًسخ ػشش يإرًشا صحفٛب سئبسٛب ػمذد نشئٛس انٕالٚبد انًزحذح األيشٚكٛخ ثبسان أٔثبيب ،ايزذد يٍ  2012 َٕٕٛٚ 19ئنٗ  .2014 َٕٕٛٚ 20انغشض يٍ اخزٛبس انخطبة انشئبس ْٕ ٙانزحمك ثشأٌ كٛفٛخ رأثٛشانخالفبد انسٛبسٛخ ػهٗ انهغخ انًسزخذيخ ف ٙركٍٕٚ انزؼشٚط (انزعًٔ )ٍٛاالسزذالل ،يٍ خالل رشاكٛت َحٕٚخ يزؼذدح. ٔلذ رٕصهذ انذساسخ ئنٗ ثؼط االسزُزبخبد راد انصهخ



ةيشكهخ انجحث ٔأسئمرّ .رى رفسٛش انُزبئح



عنٗ آَب ددػى فشظٛبد انذساسخٔ .يٍ ث ٍٛاالسزُزبخبد انشئٛسٛخ  :اٌ انزذأنٛخ ٔحذْب ال ًٚكٍ أٌ دخٛت ثشكم ٔاظح ػهٗ انزسبؤل كٛف ٚكٌٕ انًسزًغ اسزذالالد يٍ خالل انزؼشٚط انًمصٕد ُْ .بن انؼذٚذ يٍ يدبالد انذداخم ث ٍٛثُبء الَحٕ ٔالرذأنٛخ ،ثؼجبسح اخشٖ أٌ انكثٛش يٍ انًٕاظٛغ انز ٙخضأ يٍ انُحٕ ًٚكٍ انزطشق نٓب يٍ ٔج ح َظش رذأنٛخ .رذٔظح يدبالد الرذاخم ث ٍٛانُحٕ ٔانزذأنٛخ يٍ االيثهخ انًؼشٔظخ يٍ انًإرًشاد انصحفٛخ.



اقلين كوردستاى العراق جاهعة السليوانية فاكلتي العلوم األنسانية سكول اللغات قسن اللغة االنكليزية



التحقيق في التداخل بين النحو و التداولية في التعريض وتكوين االستدالل في المؤتمرات الصحفيةالمنعقدة لرئاسة الوالياة المتحدة األمريكية رسالة مقدمة الى مجلس سكول اللغات فى جامعة السليمانية وهي جزء من متطلبات نيل درجة الماجستر في اللغة االنكليزية وعلم اللغة



من قبل سمية خالد مصطفى



بأشراف رؤوف كريم محمود دكتوراه فً اللغة االنكلٌزٌة وعلم اللغة



٢٠١٥مٌالدي



٢٧١٤كوردي



١٤٣٦هجري



پوختە هاوڕووٌى نێوان سٌنتاکس و پراگماتٌکس دەکرێ بە ئاستێکى دٌارى پەٌوەندٌە نێوخۆٌٌەکانى زمانەوانى دابنرێت  ,لەبەرئەوەى سٌنتاکس و پراگماتٌکس بەشێوەٌەکى بەرچاو کارٌگەرٌان لەسەر ٌەکتر هەٌەو ٌەکتر تەواو دەکەن  .لەم توێژٌنەوەٌەدا  ,هەڵبژاردەٌەک لە بونٌادى سٌنتاکتٌکى ز مانى ئٌنگلٌزى دەپشکێنرێن لەڕێی تٌۆرى پێکهاتەی زانٌارى بە مەبەستى دەرخستى بەها پراگماتٌکٌەکانٌان ,واتە زانٌاری پراگماتٌکی سەبارەت بە بۆچون و هەڵوێستی قسەکەر دەپشکێنرێن  .ئەم ماستەرنامەٌە جەخت دەخاتە سەر واتای خواستراو ( )implicatureالی قسەكەر و واتای هەڵێنجێنراو ( )inferenceالی گوێگر. ئەم توێژٌنەوەٌە گرٌمانەى ئەوە دەکات کە پراگماتٌکس ڕۆڵێکى بنچٌنەٌی دەگێڕێ لە ڕاڤەکردنى گەلێک ئامرازى سٌنتاکتٌکدا  .لەکاتىبەرهەم هێنانى واتاى هە ڵێنجێنراو تەنها بە لێکدانەوەى پراگماتٌکى واتای خواستراو بە شێوەٌەکى تەواو بەدە ست ناٌەت  .لەم ماستەرنامەٌەدا لێکۆڵٌنەوەٌەکى سٌنتاکتٌکى- پراگماتٌکى ئەنجام دەدرٌت بۆ لێکدانەوەو شرۆڤەکردنى دەق هێندەی جەخت لەسەر هاوڕووٌی لە



سٌنتاکس و پراگماتٌکس بکاتەوە  .توێژٌنەوەکە پشت دەبەستێ بە نمونەی هەڵێنجراو لە پازدە کۆنگرەی ڕۆژنامەوانى سەرۆکاٌەتى ویالٌەتە ٌەکگرتووەکانى ئەمەرٌکا کە لەماوەى نێوان -٦-١٩  ٢٠١٢بۆ  ٢٠١٤-٦-٢٠کە بۆ باراک ئۆباما سازدراون  .مەبەست لە هەڵبژاردنى دەقى سٌاسٌى لێکۆڵٌنەوەٌە لەوەى کە چۆن جٌاوازٌە سٌاسٌەکان کار دەکەنە سەر چۆنٌەتی بەکارهێنانى زمان لە بەرهەمهێنانى ٔاربی خٕاسزشأ نّ ال ٌّٚلسّ كّس ٔ ٔاربی ّْ ڵێُدێُشأ نّ ال ٌّٚگٕێگشِِٔ لەڕێی بونٌادى سٌنتاکتٌکى جۆراو جۆرەوە.



لێکۆڵٌنەوەکە گەٌشتووە بە کۆمەڵێک ئەنجام



;



ئەنجامەکان گوزارشت لە سەلماندنى راستى



گرٌٌمانەکان دەکەن  .لەئەنجامە سەرەکٌەکانٌش  :پراگماتٌکس بەتەنها ناتوانێ وەاڵمى ئەو پرسٌارە بداتەوە کە ئاٌا چۆن گوێگر ّْڵێُدبَذَی ٔارب ئّ َدبو دِ داد بۆ ٔاربّٚكی خٕاسزشأی لسّ كّسْ .بٔكبد رٕێژُِّٔٚكّ دِگبرّ ئّٔ دِسَِدبيّی كّ زۆر بوار هەن هاوڕووٌى سٌنتاکس و پراگماتٌکس بەدٌار دەخەن, واتە کۆمەڵێ بابەت کە وا دادەنرێ بەشێک بن لە سٌنتاکس دەتوانرێ لەڕوى پراگماتٌکٌەوە لێکدانەوەٌان



بۆ بکرێ .بوارەکانى هاوڕووٌى سٌنتاکس و پراگماتٌکس لە داتاى کۆنگرە ڕۆژنامەوانٌەکاندا ڕەنگٌان داوەتەوە.



هةريَمى كوردوشتانى عيَراق زانلؤى شويَمانى فاكةهَتى زانصتة مرؤظايةتيةكان شلوهَى زمان بةشي ئينطويسي



هيَلؤهَينةوةيةن شةبارةت بة هاورِوويي شينتاكض و ثراطماتيلض هة واتاى خواشرتاوو واتاى هةهَويَنجراو هة كؤنفرانصة رِؤذنامةوانيةكانى شةرؤكايةتى وياليةتة يةكطرتووةكانى ئةمريلادا نامةيةكة ثيَشلةشة بة ئةجنومةنى شلوألى زمان_ زانلؤى شويَمانى كراوة وةن بةشيَم هة ثيَداويصتيةكانى وةرطرتنى برِوانامةي ماشتةر هة زمانى ئينطويسى و زمانةوانيدا



هةاليةن مسية خاهد مصطفى بة شةرثةرشتى رةئووف كةريم مةمحود دكتؤرا هة زمانى ئينطويسى و زمانةواني ٢٠١٥زاينى



٢٧١٤کوردى



کۆچى١٤٣٦
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